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NBC

nixed our
audio
control
console...
...they used our modular components instead.
NBC wanted a quality audio control system, but
they wanted to build it themselves. So they designed
their own system ... using Electrodyne integrated
circuit modules.
Electrodyne consoles come standard. Or we'll
build one to your order or help you design your
own. NBC, Technicolor and Glen Glenn Sound
designed consoles around our components. Capitol
Records, CBS Studio Center, and Hollywood Video
Center own big new consoles designed by Electrodyne. What do all these audio control systems have
in common? That "little bit more" Electrodyne is
famous for. Here's what we mean:

710L I -C Input Modules combine mike pre-amp, 1 -f and
h -f equalizers, echo and program amplifiers in one 11" x
14" x 41/2" module with the widest available selection of
gain and equalization points.
Active Combining Networks combine up to 31 inputs without loss. SM Series Switching Modules offer illuminated,
color -coded and identified control over inputs. IA-602 I-C
Program Amplifiers deliver +30 dbm output with less than
0.5% THD. PS -603 I-C Power Supplies put out 6 amps
fully regulated via I -C circuitry, with fail -safe short-circuit
protection. C A-702 I-C Limiter /Compressor limits peaks
with or without level compression, has four slopes and con-

tinuously variable release time.

And of course there's more. So call or write for
information on Electrodyne's complete line of 8,
16 and 24 track audio control systems.

ELECTRODYNE
Electrodyne Corporation

7315 Greenbush Ave.. North Hollywood, Calif. 91605

(213) 875.1900
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Cable: "Electrodyne"
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Coming

\oxt
Month
¡..

A

special issue devoted to the subject
of television sound.
Marshall King of the Hollywood
Video Center where he mixes such
shows as the Steve Allen Show and the
King Family Show has contributed an

article on TV AUDIO MIXING that details
the efforts to achieve a first -rate sound
track on the video tape that leaves his
studio.
Meanwhile, back East, the New York
Chapter of the AES invited several Tv
audio mixers to a discussion of this
topic. Our tape recorder was there and
we have a partial transcript of the
lively discussion that ensued.
Learn what happens between the
lovely sound of the studio and the final
product that the listener /viewer gets at
home.
And there will be our regular columnists. George Alexandrovich, Norman
H. Crowhurst, Arnold Schwartz, and
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by Electro -Voice engineers
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In recent years great interest has been evidenced in
large output speaker systems exhibiting a high order
of durability. The demand has come from the acceptance of electronically amplified musical instruments and the development of new musical idioms
nvolving these instruments.

Typical products in this field are cone speakers, reengineered to handle greater input power, and commonly installed in direct -radiator ported enclosures.
These systems have the advantage of simple construction and generous mid -bass response. However, at
very low frequencies the enclosure usually offers little
acoustical loading of the speaker diaphragm, limiting
bass response, and permitting excessive excursions
that seriously affect power handling and durability.
Designs offered ranged from acoustical nonsense to a
few systems of good physical design, depending on the
acoustical sophistication of the company involved.

Before producing speakers for the modern music market, Electro -Voice first defined the characteristics of
the ideal speaker system: I) Low distortion at high
power output; 2) Durability at high power inputs; 3)
Maximum conversion efficiency; 4) Wide, uniform
equency response, beyond the usual SkHz limit of
most instrument speakers; 5) Good physical durability and moderate weight for portability.

It was felt that a sophisticated front -loaded all -horn
system offered the greatest potential for improvement.
It should be noted that such designs are not undertaken lightly, as design demands are rigorous, requiring extensive investments in experience and equipment to be successful.
Examination of such a design indicated the following
advantages over conventional direct radiator types:
1) Conversion efficiency of 25 -30% compared to about
10% for direct radiator systems. With about 4 db
more output for equivalent input, this more than
doubles the available amplifier power; 2) Low distortion at high output levels due to small diaphragm amplitudes insured by the high conversion efficiency and
effective diaphragm loading at all frequencies resulting from good horn design; 3) Durability at high output levels as horn loading provides high sound levels
with moderate diaphragm excursions, even at very
low frequencies. Additionally, sturdy SR015 woofers
are used in the system; 4) Extended frequency range
insured by multiple horns. each designed to cover a
specific range efficiently; S) Rugged physical design
at reasonable weight as a result of a design created
solely for this market.

Two speaker systems evolved from this study: the
Eliminator I and Eliminator 2. Both are sophisticated
multi -horn units that take full advantage of horn
loading. The Eliminator 1 is a three -way system with
response extending beyond audibility. The Eliminator
2 is a two -way system with useful response to 10kHz
and unusually high power handling capability.
For reprints of other discussions In this series,
or technical data on any E-V product, write:
ELECTRO- VOICE, INC., Dept. 693BD
686 Cecil St., Buchanan, Michigan 49107

The Editor:
The engaging Edward Tatnall Canby,
who has stimulated almost a whole
generation of audio professionals and
almost singlehandedly developed an informed audio laiety, does an injustice to
the U.S. system of television. Oh, what
we seen on the usual set is every bit as
deplorable as he describes it, in his
article in your January issue, but it's
not because of "our present transmission
standard." It's because of shortcuts in
our receivers, presumably the necessary
consequence of competitive prices. Otto
Schade of RCA established early in
television's history (and reported in a
classic series of SMPTE papers) that
the 525 -line 4.25 mHz system can produce pictures of approximately the same
subjective quality as projected 35 mm
movies. Hardly any of us, however, has
ever seen a ghost -free 4.25 mHz picture,
so we have no idea how good the system

The Editor:
In the March 1969 issue of your fine
publication on page 28, Figure 6, in the
article by Robert C. Ehle there appears
a schematic that I am sure is a misprint.
The schematic shows the 6.3 and 12.6
regulated power- supply circuits with the
lower IN1614 diode connected backwards. During the 180-degree to 360 degree wave form of the a.c. cycle this
diode will not supply the necessary
pulse to the regulated section of the
power supply. Please put my mind at
ease and show a correction.
Richard H. Eckels
Chief Engineer
WKAN
Kankakee, Illinois
Reader Eckels is quite correct. Murphy,

Richard L. Lerner
ASSISTANT EDITOR
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Roy

who gave us his noble laws, is the responsible culprit for the inverted diode. A
corrected version of the supply is shown
herewith. Ed.
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Charles N. Wilson
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could be.
Perhaps, then, he is making a strong
case for improving both picture and
sound! Surely he is correct in saying
that the two must remain compatible.
Ross H. Snyder
Woodside, California
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Marilyn Gold
COPY EDITOR
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beautiful
DrÌCO ìn sound

How can we let this full
8 -track console out of sight
for less than $24,000?
-

- --

-

.

a good look. We haven't compromised quality or
performance. Wired for 20 inputs.
Complete
20 x 8 switching matrix.
8 full program channels
with 8 illuminated VU meters and 8 slider sub - masters.
Built -in patching. Stereo mix -down mode with
pan pot on all inputs.
4 independent echo send
channels and a 4 x 8 echo receive section.
Headphone cue channel (optional sync headphone
cue).
Simultaneous stereo. 4- track /stereo monitor,
independent monitor echo.

Take

We'd like to show you how we can save your money.
It's part of our reason for being in business.

Total Systems Through Total Design

E

QUAD -EIGHT
ELECTRONICS
11810

VOSE

STREET,

CALIFORNIA 91605
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The Aucio
FASTEST

LIMITER
OUT OF THE WEST
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Hancbook

GEORGE ALEXANDROVICH

attack time

ULTRA -FAST

SOLID -STATE

stable operation

NO BALANCING

ever required

a fast "Gun Slinger ", the
1176 Limiting Amplifier has
ULTRA -FAST attack time...and
it's adjustable less than 20

Like

-

psec. to 800 psec. You get "quick -

draw" action with pushbutton
selection of four compression
ratios and four meter settings. Release time is adjustable from the
front panel, independent of the degree of limiting.
The compact 1176 fits

a

19" rack

and uses only 31/2" of vertical
space. It has self- contained regulated power supplies... so, why not

"draw a bead" on one and see for
yourself.
Write for complete technical informa
Gon today!
Some prime Rep. and Distributor Territories still available.

PHODUL

I

S

UI-WV

11922 VALERIO STREET
NO. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 91605
TEL. (213) 764-1500
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v
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' UNITED RECORDING ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES

MULTICHANNEL
CONSOLES, DESIGN TRENDS
AND APPROACHES

Anyone who visited the NAB show
in Washington D. C. and the AES
show in Los Angeles was confronted
with a large number of firms engaged in
the construction and design of audio
consoles. In the recording (and to some
extent in the broadcasting) fields one
can notice that the trend toward multichannel, modular, full- facility mixers is
in full swing. Almost all of the recording
consoles were designed to feed multitrack recorders and had the upper tier
of the console filled with vu meters.
Tape recorders on their part had
electronics for each one of their sixteen
channels each with its own vu meter.
Control areas of the consoles were
filled with switches, pots, keys, faders,
equalizers, and lights. It wasn't hard
for one to imagine that being at the
controls of such a console is like flying a
jet plane. It's clear that the trend in
console design is one of providing all
the flexibility that imagination and
money can provide. It is partially understandable, customers today don't
want to be restricted by the limitations
of the studio equipment. Many recording groups bring their own gear
their own amplifiers, gadgets, fuzz boxes,

-
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and special effect devices. The studio has
to accommodate them all.
With all this flexibility and the number of active components in the system,
maintenance problems become proportional to the quantity of individual
components. It thus becomes highly
desirable to reduce the down time of the
system from hours to minutes and seconds, by correcting any malfunctions
by the expedient of unplugging the
defective module and replacing it with a
standby spare. It should be done without using technical personnel. Still the
demand on performance of today's
equipment is much stronger than ever
before. With improved reliability the
customer seeks performance approaching the theoretical limit simply because
he knows he can get it. No longer are
the upper and lower limits on frequency response 30 Hz and 15 kHz;
now it is not unusual to measure response within one dB from 10 Hz to
100 kHz.
Distortion of the console is considered high, if the measured figure at
any frequency exceeds 0.5 per cent
and the noise figure marginal, with a
noise level 60 dB below the line -level

3M Presents the SkerinarL`Tanit,
the GRecor"ding Industry
The 3M Brand Professional Audio Recorder is the
recording industry's most rugged machine. That's why
the record majors are now mastering on 3M. A combination of sophisticated design and solid brawn makes
the difference.
Here's a 11/2 -inch cast webbed aluminum top plate providing the greatest mechanical strength in the industry
for absolutely true tape tracking.
Here's 3M's exclusive Isoloop tape transport which cuts
unsupported tape length by 70 %, reduces flutter, wow
and scrape to as little as .05% -the lowest figure ever

-

attained in the audio industry. The design of this new
transport is borrowed from 3M's telemetry recorders
used in Apollo and other aerospace programs.
Here's a transport with unexcelled rewind speed and
handling ease. Foolproof logic prevents spill, snap
or stretch.
Models available from 150 mil to 2 -inch 16- track. The
16 -track model has focal -grouped meters, front- accessible electronics for easy maintenance, and remote
overdub control in a compact 7" x 7" x4" unit at no extra
cost. Write for details.

mincom Division

31!!
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LA

output. Operational flexibility of the
console is equally important. Console
manufacturers compete among themselves by offering features in their systems they think are the most important. If you were to collect all of the
features offered by the majority of the
console manufacturers and incorporate
them all into one system, the description would read something like this.

Audio mixing multichannel console.
many inputs, so many outputs.
Every input channel has low noise
preamp, transformer input. Input connectors for all mic inputs are prewired
for d.c. bias voltage required by condenser microphones. Bias voltage is
supplied by the common power supply.
Gain of the mic preamp is continuously
variable or adjustable in steps to accommodate variety of microphone levels. (pads although extensively used are
due to be phased out in the near future
as an inperfect means of reducing the
gain of the input stage). Feedback
control of the mic preamplifier is
brought out as a console control to
balance the outputs of preamplifiers.
Small monitor meters on modules measure the outputs of the preamplifiers detecting any excessive levels. Lights are
also available instead of meters as overload detectors of the first stage. High level input parallel to the mic input is
So

fed into the hi -lo selector switch which

design and construction of the mixing

followed by the fader. The fader may
be a T pad, L pad or modified H.
wirewound or light sensitive with remote control capability without any
mechanical contacts. Cue switch on the
fader may serve as a cue or prehear
switch or as contacts to turn on a tally
light at the microphone to indicate that
it is on. Input and output terminals of
the fader are fed into the echo selector
switch for selection of pre- or post -echo
feed for special effects. Gain control
which follows the echo switch adjusts
the amount of signal being diverted
into the special effect or echo channel.
Dry signal follows into equalizer, compressor or voice -actuated gate. Positions of the compressor and the equalizer may be changed to be before the
fader if signal has to be processed prior
to sending it into the special effect feed.
Channel selector switch may be of the
type allowing connection of the input
channel output to more than one
channel at the time, in effect splitting
the signal between the two or more
channels, creating the phantom channel
during the re- recording session. A new
breed of mixing networks, designed
around operational amplifiers, capable
of no -loss mixing of any number of
channels without the need to compensate for level changes, simplifies

networks.
A unique way of channel selection
using logic circuits eliminates banks
of push- button switches. In the construction of the channel selection indicator, digital readout is used above each
input. Using reed switches instead of
manually- actuated types increases the
reliability and life of the switching
matrices.
Outputs of the mixing networks
(amplifiers) go through the submaster
faders with echo- return feed applied
to the input and output of the attenuator through the post-pre echo return
selector switch. Post position may be
connected after the master fader con-

THE STORY BEHIND
THE BEYER DT-48 S.
If you don't happen to own the Beyer
DT -48 S, listen to what you're missing:
A Stereo Headphone that gives clearer,
more natural sound reproduction than any
other headphone -or speaker system -in
the world.
An instrument so sensitive that, for 20
years, scientists have considered it basic
to virtually all research into human
hearing.
A headphone that has every component
hand -machined from a solid block of aluminum to give you maximum dimensional stability and a perfect seal.
Thanks to unique features like these, the
Beyer DT -48 S gives you a frequency range of 16- 18,000 Hz. And distortion
is practically non -existent -less than 0.1% between 100 Hz and 18 kHz.
These are some of the reasons why the DT-48 S is currently being used for
monitoring by so many broadcasting stations, and recording and film studios. And why demanding "home proCO
fessionals" think that this headphone
AUDIO CORPORATION
isa bargain
ga at $90. Want to know more.
2 West 46th Street. New Vork, N.Y. 10036 (212) C0 5 4111
1710 N. LaBrea Ave .Hollywood Ca 90046 (213) 874 4444
Send for our free brochure. You haven't
In Canada. J Mar Electronics Ltd.
heard the half of it.

You've never heard anything
like it in your life.

i

GOTH AM
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trol for special effects.
New types of multichannel faders
allow the fading of all channels simultaneously. Output amplifiers with low
output impedance supply the signal for
the recorder inputs, vu meter, monitor
circuit (and in some instances) for the
earphones.
New solid -state vu meters provide
the means of level readout that is not
dependent on mechanical movements.
Capable of peak reading, they also can
be set for various degrees of damping,
resembling the D'Arsonval movement.
Also, they make more compact consoles mechanically possible, especially
in multitrack systems where the dimensions of the vu meters determine
the width of the board.
The extensive use of operational -

amplifier circuits with their high input
and low output impedances has altered
the design philosophy of consoles.
Several amplifiers can bridge off one
low -impedance source while one amplifier can drive several lines, all without
the slightest effect on the output level,
distortion or noise.
Latest console designs (similar to
older types) have full monitoring facilities with one difference. The number
of channels monitored is usually restricted usually to four with a provision
to monitor simultaneously in stereo
and in mono. Monitor -select switches
with position 4, 2, and mono are fast
coming into being. For the purposes
of prehearing each input individually
solo buttons at the output of each
input channel mute signals from all
other channels except their own.
Talk back and slating circuits are
now wired to feed preselected channels
while the facility to feed earphones in
the studio from separate mixer outputs
can be found in almost every console.
Built -in tone generators are used to
check the circuits as well as for the
slating.
Patching facilities although used are
in the console with an entirely different purpose. While at one time
patching was used to have an access
to every part of the console in case of

16 track

,

Do you haue the

ìnto

a

r-

-p^--

feeling that you've run

brick wall?

If the cost of stepping up to 4, 8 or 16 track
recording is an obstacle let MRS show you how

-

to remove it with the MR PROFIT NOW
PAY
LATER plan. Select the recording equipment of
your choice, add that to an MR audio control console and you are ready to record. There are MR
consoles to handle anything from 8 in /4 out, to 32
in /16 out. Original masters or mix -down. No

need to worry about time consuming studio installation, MR engineering will take care of that
for you. One low monthly charge takes care of
everything! Get started now. Call Paul C. Cady,
Manager, Master Recording Systems Division
TODAY!

-

MASTER RECORDING
A
2056

o;v,s on of

U. S.

HIGHWAY

Television and Computer Corporation
22. SCOTCH PLAINS.
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troubleshooting, now it is used merely
to add flexibility to the input and
output circuits of the console. Maintenance is simplified today by modular
construction so it is more economical
to provide additional channels and
spare modules than to use the patch field to gorrow the facility from an
unused channel.
All of these innovations are representing progress in the right direction.
Sometimes, though, they are part of
systems that have been overdesigned in
an effort to impress the customer.
Mixers that are overly complicated and
cluttered with an excess of flexibility
are comparatively easy to use during the
original sessions but require real talent
to conduct a mixdown session with
good results.
It is a welcome sight to see so many
useful innovations in the audio mixer
field especially when they bring im-

proved performance, simplified circuits,
and reliability. Extensive use of solid state devices cuts the number of mechanical devices to the essential minimum.
The solid -state vu meter is one of
them, especially since new circuit eliminates loading of the circuit and the
distortion associated with rectifier type
movements.
There are a number of things one

wishes would be developed as you read
about the possible applications of the

modern technology. Wouldn't it be
perfect to have (instead of ordinary vumeter scale) a screen of the same size,
horizontally graduated in hertz and
vertically in dB. Then as the signal
would be applied to the device a family
of rising vertical columns would appear
representing the frequency and the
amplitude of the signals. A bright red
line, three quarters of the way up
drawn horizontally across the screen,
would indicate the maximum safe mixing level.
Or there could be more tangible
things such as phase -indicating devices, be they scopes, lights, or other
types of indicators? Do we really
know the right phasing of our output
signals? And when we find out, what
can we do about it? Why not design a
"phase rotator" so that when the out of -phase condition is detected that it
can be corrected. Each mic channel
could use one. Why not a built-in
limiter for the first preamplifier to
eliminate the overload of the entire
system?
Isn't technology ready to give us
the ability to design a mixing board
for 16 inputs and 8 outputs the size of a
two -by three-foot picture frame or
smaller and one -inch deep, for remote

This is the most expensive
turntable you can buy.
ION

Also the cheapest.

It's a simple matter of economics. And quality.
At $1350, the EMT-930st Turntable costs considerably more than any other
turntable. But, for your money, you get a precision -made turntable that really
slashes maintenance costs because it's virtually trouble-free. ( "Still in excellent
condition despite ten years of hard use," says one pleased radio station.*)
Typically, you get ± 0.035% rms flutter; low, low rumble; and you can cue to
any beat or syllable with a wow-free start from the world's only remote -controlled
turntable.
A lot of broadcasters must think the EMT-930st is a smart investment. Right
now, there are more than 10,000 in
use throughout the world. We know
AUDIO CORPORATION
of only one greater value: our bro2 West 46th Street. New York, N. Y. 10036 (212) CO 54111
chure. It's free. Send for it today.

OTHAM

-

Name of this and other station users on request.
03

1710 N. (agree Ave:, Nollywood,Ca 90046

(213) 874.4444
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work? After all, amplifiers for such a
console could be fitted into a space
smaller than a pack of cigarettes with
most of the space representing packaging and interconnections. Transistor
wafers are so small that they can
hardly be seen with the naked eye. We
have learned to eliminate most of the
bulky components such as transformers,
tubes, chokes, large electrolytics and
other components, from our circuits.
Packaging techniques have advanced
to a point when it is possible to assemble
close to one million components per
cubic inch.
Well, I think the time has come
for all of us to realize the importance
of semiconductor technology along with
its impact on our way of approaching
the design problems. We have come
to realize that battleship type of construction is not always the best, be it
from the standpoint of portability, performance, maintenance cost, or operation. We have learned to make use of
new components for better systems,
new technology to simplify design, and
new circuits for better performance.
We have to do the same with our
techniques of recording-bring them
up to date and let us stampout notions
that believe that running vu meter
pointers into stop cushions will make
music sound better.

Many readers do not realize that they
can also be writers for db. We are
always seeking good, meaningful articles
of any length. The subject matter can
cover almost anything of interest and
value to audio professionals.
Are you doing something original or
unusual in your work? Your fellow
audio pros might want to know about
it. (It's easy to tell your story in db.)
You don't have to be an experienced
writer to be published. But you do need
the ability to express your idea fully,
with adequate detail and information.
Our editors will polish the story for you.
We suggest you first submit an outline
so that we can work with you in the
development of the article.
You also don't have to be an artist,
we'll re-do all drawings. This means we
do need sufficient detail in your rough
drawing or schematic so that our artists
will understand what you want.
It can be prestigious to be published
and it can be profitable too. All articles
accepted for publication are purchased.
You won't retire on our scale, but it can
make a nice extra sum for that special
occasion.

Neve

designed and

built it for

Vanguard

Records

Designed, built and installed by Rupert Neve 8 Co., Ltd.,
Cambridge, for Vanguard Recording Society Inc., New York,
this console incorporates 24 input channels, 16 output groups
and a comprehensive range of facilities. It is typical of the way in
which Neve meet the audio requirements of recording,
broadcasting, film and TV studios all over the world. This
console took only 7 months from drawing board to installation

N
_..../-- Rupert Neve 8 Co. Limited, 'Priesthaus' Little Shelford, Cambridge, England.

Telephone Shelford 3537
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NOW THERE'S A CASSETTE
TAPE WITH
MUSCLES.
New Maxell F -20 Magnetic Tape helps
you make better cassette recordings -with
fewer problems. Reason? Real muscle. Maxell
F-20 has 10% greater tensile strength than
conventional recording tape. Prevents tape breaks,
headaches, lost studio time. Lower print -through
level, too. And our secret Hush-Hush Tape Formula
virtually wipes out hiss, delivers pure fidelity in mono
or stereo. It's specially developed to give you an ultra precise recording of fine music. Your ears will prove
it -and your budget will like it. Write us today for more facts.

IaITACI -II mAXELL. LTD.

501 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017
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Foco back

Loop

Figure 1. The console module used in the
control room at KMOX.

Central to the current CBS approach
is the concept of modular construction.

ARNOLD SCHWARTZ

What's doing at CBS

Radio?
recently had the opportunity of
talking to Ogden Presthold, Director of
Engineering CBS Radio. Oggie is an
intelligent and knowledgeable engineer
doing an important job for the CBS
Radio Network. His office is located in
the CBS building at Avenue of Americas
and 52nd Street in New York City.
(After twenty -five years with CBS,
Oggie will be leaving this summer to
become a partner at A. D. Ring, engineering consultants. His replacement
will be Ralph E. Green, presently diI

rector of operations at WCBS.) At CBS
Oggie and his staff have, among their
other duties, the job of designing and
supervising the construction of network
facilities, as well as owned and operated
local radio stations. CBS' radio engineering staff gets a lot more practice

at designing control rooms and studio
facilities than the engineering staff of
an independent local station. For this
reason, I think, there's a lot to learn
from Oggié s experience and from the
approach that he and his staff have
evolved.

WHERE WILL THE "PHANTOM"
PROVE ITS
AMAZING POWER NEXT?
In your studio, perhaps?

Consoles, turntables, tape recorders, and
other modular elements that make up
a control room are fabricated for plug in installation. The control room can
be built up to its required size or complexity by the addition of standard
plug -in modules. The modular approach,
Oggie feels, when applied to the individual reel -to -reel tape recorder converts that device to a small control area
in itself; incoming programs can be
recorded, taped programs can be transmitted to other areas, or fed directly to
the outgoing program line, and finally
the tape recorder can function as an
editing and production facility. By
having all the necessary feeds brought
directly to it and available on a selector
switch, the tape recorder can be operated independently with maximum utility and efficiency. The essential features of the modular approach are to
have interchangeable elements in use
throughout an installation, with connectors used to install the equipment.
The CBS approach to preselection of
the numerous feeds, which must be
available at all console and tape recorder inputs, is somewhat different
than that used in the ABC Radio Network facility (discussed in the February
and March FEEDBACK LOOP). At CBS,
program lines are brought directly to
selector switches. Switches are used
wherever a selection of feeds is available. The use of jack fields is avoided
wherever possible because they represent a possible source of trouble in that
the line may be shorted or opened.
A good example of the CBS approach

The "Phantom" can't resist the challenge of a
multi- microphone power supply problem. It may
look like a simple plug-in printed circuit card and
frame. But it's actually the most unique compatible central powering unit in the world.
Why is it called the "Phantom "? Because you
install it in one place, anywhere at all, and it simultaneously powers up to 40 Neumann FET-80 microphones wherever they may be- miraculously,
without changing existing microphone outlets
or wiring.
Plug any other kind or make of microphone into the same outlets and
the "Phantom" vanish es.
Why buy a new $84 power supply each time you add two microphones?
Buy the $84 "Phanto m" just once, and don't buy another until you buy
your 41st Neumann!

-

o

Write to Dept.102
for free brochure with
complete information.

OT'HAM
AUDIO CORPORATION

2 West 46th Street. New York, N.Y. 10036 (212) C0 5.4111
1710 N. LaBrea Ave.. HoIlywocd.Ca 90046 (213) 8744444
In Canada: JMar Electronics Ltd.
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Figure 2. The turntable module used in the
control room at KMOX. Note the cue
amplifier below the right turntable.

Why not let
your audience
hear you at your best?
These professional products from CBS Laboratories guarantee
it! They make transmitters behave
beautifully. They don't
shout. They don't whisper. And they increase effective coverage
for you. What a market you'll reach!

...

Audimax. An automatic level control years ahead of any other
of its kind! It controls the level of program audio while maintaining original dynamic fidelity. Boosts your signal to a higher average level. Guarantees a considerable increase in your effective
audience coverage.

-

Wide Range Program Monitor. A meter so sensitive there's no such
thing as silence. And so easy to read
it measures program
levels clear across a 60 decibel range on a linear scale. Monitors
full dynamic range
without switching scales.

...

Volumax. Outmodes conventional peak limiters! Automatically controls your peak modulation level. Can double your effective listening area. Fact is, the combination of Audimax and Volumax not
only guarantees you a maximum increase in effective coverage
it also insures a smoother, more pleasant sounding program.

...

Loudness Controller. Exclusive! The only instrument that guarantees your audience's listening comfort. Automatically reduces
excessive loudness levels. Ends listener complaints. Uncordition-

ally guaranteed.

PROFESSIONAL
PRODUCTS

1* LABORATORIES
Stamford. Connecticut 06905
Division of Columbia Broadcasting System. Inc

A
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IN ALL CONTROL ROOMS
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Figure 3. The Station KMOX Floor plan. Space requirements have forced
the studio space shown at both ends.

us

to compress

Don't say
"sound
systems':..
say
"McMartin"
Write today for complete information on any or all of these McMartin
Professional
products:
Solid state amplifiers 8 -150 watts
Intercoms with up to 24 stations
tube amplifiers 10-100 watts
Solid state
P.A.X. systems with unlimited lines and links
Microphones, speakers,
Sound consoles
mixer pre -amplifiers
baffles, columns, lecterns and cabinet racks.

Mc Martin industries, inc.

Limited Number of
Franchise Areas Available
04

3104 Farnam Street, Omaha, Nebraska 68131
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in practice is the recent KMOX installation. Oggie described how station
KMOX (located in the Gateway Tower

Building, St. Louis) was conceived, designed, and constructed under the
guidance of his staff. It all began with
extensive discussions between the engineering staff, program people, management, and the news department. In
a large organization like CBS, the group
which designs and constructs KMOX
is separate and distinct from the group
that is now operating it. The engineering staff must have an intimate understanding of the operational philosophy
of the station and an awareness of current operating problems. This makes
the initial discussion stage extremely
important. Working with this concept
the engineering staff developed a set of
plans which specified the functioning
and electrical characteristics of the
KMOX facility. This information is
assembled in a document called Audio
Equipment Specifications. This booklet
was the basis for obtaining bids from
outside manufacturers for the construction and installation of KMOX. An
interesting feature of the specifications
is the precise and concise way in which
the electrical characteristics such as frequency response, noise, and distortion
specifications were stated. This information
and there is a great deal to
specify in a station with five control
is contained
rooms and four studios
on one 8 %x11 -in. page. The specifica-

-

-

Figure 4. The control console photographed

under test at the McCurdy factory.

tions are displayed in graphic form
which is both easy to read and the information contained is immediately accessible. Graphic displays sometimes
convey information more rapidly and
accurately to the engineering mind than
a comparable set of numbers and words.
The KMOX station layout is shown
in FIGURE 3. Control Room "A" is so
located that there is access to the cenracks 1
tral electronic complex
through 6. This control room also fronts
on both studios "A" and "B ". The control console and turntable modules used
in this control room and throughout the
station are shown in FIGURES 1 and 2.
To the right of the console (FIGURE 1)
we see the readout and control panel of
the on air switcher. On the left -hand
side we see the rotary selector switches
for selecting program feeds. Reel -toreel tape recorders cannot be conveniently located adjacent to the control
console. However, since each recorder
is operated independently, with its own
feeds and input selector switch, no problem is encountered in their operation.
Now comes something which was a
complete surprise. Less than two weeks
after the equipment was delivered to
the KMOX site in St. Louis, the installation was completed and the station
was on the air from the new studios.
Modular plug -in equipment and prefabricated cabling are the secret. The
equipment and cables (all cables terminating in appropriate connectors) were
fabricated at the McCurdy Radio Plant,
McCurdy being the successful bidder
for the KMOX installation. Ductwork
was made to accommodate both cables
and connectors. The entire system
equipment, cabling, and connectors
was thoroughly checked out at the factory, and FIGURE 4 shows a console and
its prefabricated cables under tests at
the McCurdy Plant. This procedure
minimized the problems encountered at
the installation site after the equipment
was put into operation. Upon delivery
the modules and prefabricated cables
cables were plugged in and the installation was then complete and ready to
go on the air.
KMOX is a very interesting and
innovative approach to radio- station
installation, representing a great deal
of engineering talent and planning.

-

Fairchild introduces a corplete new line of noiseless attenuators
with 7 new advantages: 1. Transistorized drives require only minute current to actuate circuit.
2. Multi- channel operation with common light sources to all channels guarantees tracking to within
r/z db between channels. 3. 4 channels or more can be driven by a single actuator. 4. Infinite reso5. Plug -in light source allows instantareous replacement. 6. Improved mechanlution from 0
ical construction of slide faders' precious metal sliding contacts gives long trouble -free life, offers
adjustable feel. 7. Plug -in, remote, and slide -wire models range from one to four channels and are
designed with ultimate versatility in packaging.
Contact your Fairchild Recording Distributor or write FAIRCHILD RECORDING EQUIPMENT CORPTHE NEW FAIRCHILD LUMITENS

-x.

ORATION, Dept.

1313-6,

10-40 45th Avenue, Long Island City, New York 11101.

Fairchild Lumitens (available in 600 and 150 ohms) include: 66811 Attenuator, 668 PAN -2 Pan Pot Actuator, 668 ACT
Remote Cell Actuator, 668 STII Stereo Attenuator, 668 RSB Remote Stereo Attenuator, 668 MC 4- channel Master
Control Attenuator card, 668 RAB Remote Attenuator packaged on compact PC card, 692 Dl Single Remote Attenuator, 692 D2 Two independent Attenuators. Slide Wide Fader: SWL600 (600 ohm L pad).
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STEP UP
...to the finest stereo cartridge

in the world!

--

for less than an
Ortofon, you're making do with less
than the best!
for the better automatic
The SL -15T
turntable. $75.00
for the transcription turnThe S -15
table. $80.00
If you're settling

-
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Endorsed by Elpa because it successfully meets the stringent standards of performance Elpa demands. Write for full details on The
Complete Ortofon line of Cartridges and Tone Arms.
Elpa Marketing Industries, Inc., New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040
w
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Hoary anc Practic
NORMAN H. CROWHURST

Converting audio signals into acoustic waves is one of the most discussed
problems of our field. High efficiency,
low efficiency? One unit, many units?
And all the variations. If multi -way
systems are used, how sharp a crossover
should be used? And should it be before
or after power amplification?
The problem with having so many
variables is that one must make certain
assumptions, valid or not, before one
can make comparisons of even part of
the problem. If we generalize about
whether or not to use multi -way systems, we must assume some sort of

-

ideal frequency division system
and
that's a problem in itself. On the other
hand, if we assume we are going to use
a multi -way system somehow, and seek
the ideal frequency division arrangement, we are committing ourselves by
implication to the notion that this is the
best way to do it, when it may not be.
For the moment, let's leave the question of multi-way or not to the acousticians, and consider some purely electrical
or electronic
factors con-

-

-

nected with frequency division. First,
how sharp?
Now we have to come back into the

-

quite adequate.

That's one angle. If you only think
about that, it seems you've got the
picture straight. Now you only have to
decide which combinations of units do
the job best, and select an appropriate
crossover system. But that's not all to
the how -sharp question.
The prime objective in putting together a system is to handle all segments of the frequency response as
smoothly as possible. And the over -all
response should be as flat as possible.
And so it may be, measured with a
steady -state signal, or a slowly gliding
tone
or even a warble tone
to
eliminate standing waves from the

-

BUILDING
BLOCKS TO
SOUND
SYSTEMS

A complete line of Indoor and

Outdoor Sound Columns -.to beam
sound exactly where you want it
Sound Column's bicone speakers
create a flat, fan -shaped beam of
sound that can be aimed as required
with great accuracy -quality audio
is easily distributed even in very
noisy surroundings
Reverberations and echoes are more easily

question of speaker performance, like it
or not. For our prime requirement is the
best over -all result. If our speaker units
work well only within their specific
ranges, and "foul things up" outside
their own ranges, then frequency division needs to be quite definite. On the
other hand, if their deterioration outside their own range is quite gradual, a
more gradual crossover transition is
quite acceptable, in fact preferable.
Many multi-way systems use horn type units, for at least some of the frequency ranges. These units are characterized by quite sudden cut -offs,
often at both ends of the range. So crossovers for use with multi-way systems
that use any horns at all need to be
quite sharp in their transition
at
least 12 dB per octave. On the other
hand, a system that uses all cone units,
suitably mounted, will not have this
problem, and 6 dB per octave may be

music
Handsome birch or walnut
veneer cabinets available
Adjustable brackets for mounting to wood,
masonry, concrete or steel n Write
for "Sound Column" applications
bulletin to the innovators.

controlled or eliminated

BROADCAST
High
PHILIPS PHILIPS
fidelity audio coverage over the full
EQUIPMENT CORP.
frequency range from 60 Hz. to 18
One Philips Parkway, Montvale. N J 07645
201, 391 -1000
KHz.
Fine, rich reproduction of
A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY
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measurement.
But what about transients? If you use
sharp crossovers, to suit speaker units
that need that variety, they are designed to give constant total output
over the frequency range. But in another sense (the transient sense) this
means you have put in some built -in
peaking.
If you cascade 4 r-c networks to produce an ultimate 24 dB/octave cut -off
each way, with 180 -deg. phase shift in
each network at crossover, and no interaction such as happens in a resonant
circuit, your response is 12 dB down in
each output at crossover. Thus the combined power is 9 dB down, which is
quite a dip.
So, however you do it, whether by
using L's and C's in an electrical crossover, feeding the units themselves directly, or whether you use electronic
crossovers before the power amplifiers
(FIGURE 1), the only way you can get
an over-all, combined response without
the dip, in effect puts a peak into each
speaker circuit (FIGURE 2). On steady state testing, this peak can be viewed
as "holding up" the loss, until you're
ready to "let it go."
But to transients, a peak is a peak.
It will ring. The sharper the crossover,

and however it is put into the circuit,
the more it will make transients "twang"
in the vicinity of crossover frequency.
So much for the how-sharp question;
now we'll turn to where to put it.
First, whether you use an electrical
crossover feeding the speakers, or an
electronic crossover that produces the
same response by employing feedback
with r -c networks, the relationship between phase and amplitude (dB) response is the same, when each is done
correctly for the end result to be the same.
So the question of where to put it
should be related, not to frequency response or transient performance, but to
distortion aspects. One of the reasons
for using separate units is to keep
possible sources of distortion separate,
and thus minimize intermodulation distortion of various kinds.
While this might not seem so important in relation to amplifiers as it is for
loudspeaker units, here's a point about
amplifiers that's often overlooked. To
illustrate it, we'll have to assume some
figures related to program level in the
different frequency ranges.
Let's assume that the program is to
be fed to a three-way system, and the
output waveform reaching each may
be specified as follows:
Low -frequency unit: waveform representing 64 watts peak (requiring an
amplifier capable of delivering 32 watts
rated), and having average power content of 10 watts.
Middle range unit: peak power 50
watts (requiring 25 -watt rated amplifier); average power content 8 watts.
Tweeter: peak power 25 watts (requiring 12.5 -watt rated amplifier); average power content 4 watts.
If you use separate power amplifiers,
with electronic separation before them,
you can handle this signal comfortably
with amplifiers rated at 35 watts, 25
watts and 15 watts, adding up to a total
power rating of 75 watts.
So wouldn't a 75 -watt amplifier, with
electrical crossovers to feed the correct
frequency range to each unit, do the
same thing?
Waveforms add voltages or current,
not watts. So let's see what voltages are
involved. The low -frequency unit, assuming 16 -ohm units throughout, needs
to handle 32 volts peak, 12.6 volts r.m.s.
The mid -range needs to handle 28 volts
peak, 11.3 volts r.m.s. The tweeter
should get 20 volts peak, 8 volts r.m.s.
The r.m.s. values don't add. You
have to take the squares, add and take
the square root, to get total average
power. Or you could do it direct, by
adding the average power contents, 10
+ 8 4- 4 = 22 watts, which corresponds
with 18.8 volts r.m.s.
But as all the waveforms have different frequency content, there are times,
a few times every second, when all the
peaks add, although the average is more
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STEP UP
...to the finest tape splicing system

in

the world!

EDITa/I
Order direct! Start with the Introductory Editall
tape splicing kit the KP -2. Includes splicing
block, 30 splicing tabs, carbon marking pencil,
cutting blade and a complete instructional
guide for better tape splicing. Only $3.50.
Includes postage and handling.
If you're settling for less than the Editall
System, you're settling for less than
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TWEETER

ONE POWER

ELECTRICAL

AMPLIFIER

CROSSOVER

MID -RANGE

like the r.m.s. figure. And the system
must handle the peaks, to avoid distortion. So a single amplifier to deliver
power to all three units, with an electrical crossover, needs to handle the sum
of the peak voltages 32 + 28 + 20 = 80
volts peak.
This represents a peak power of 400
watts, which would need an amplifier
rated at 200 watts
considerably in
excess of the 75 watt total rating, using
separate amplifiers.
So far, although we didn't go into
that aspect in detail, our use of more
than one unit, with the notion that two
units may be better than one, and three
may be better than two, has concentrated on using each unit for the frequencies it handles best, and thus corn bining essentially different units. That
is what got us into frequency separation.
And of course, the electrical -watts
requirement is also dependent on how
efficient, or more precisely how inefficient, the units are. Thus, if we use
units with a conversion efficiency of 20
per cent (which is fairly high for a loudspeaker) in place of on that is 2 per cent
efficient, we shall get the same amount
of sound for one -tenth the electrical
power.
If those wattages calculated to illustrate frequency division were based on
using units that are 2 per cent efficient,
and we could trade them for units that
are 20 per cent efficient, a 20-watt amplilifier would serve all 3 units as well as
a 200 watt amplifier would do with the
2 per cent efficient units. So efficiency is
more important in the over -all question
than immediately appears.
But why use essentially different
units for different frequency ranges?
The concept is that big speakers handle

-
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Figure 1. The difference between an
electrical crossover
(A) and an electronic crossover (B).
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low frequencies more efficiently and

The PRO 12 Tape Recorder: industrial

reliability, studio performance
The PRO 12 deserves your special
consideration. It is the finest new portable professional tape recorder on the
market
Portable /ComSolid state
Twin -track mono; dual half track;
pact
stereo models
Special version for four track mono and stereo
Semi-servo
speed control
Mixer /Preamp with
Built -in
three inputs for each channel
Test
facilities for mixing two inputs
Multi -play and
switch for lineup
Sound on Sound recording
Switchable monitoring of recording signal dur-

ing recording -Before and After tape
Built -in monitor amplifier with loudspeaker
Stereo headphone monitoring
Cue and dubbing facilities
Tape-lifters
End -of -tape and tapebreak switch
Pause button
Remote control facilities
For full data, contact the innovators.
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small speakers handle higher frequencies better. However, they don't have to
be different. A number of smaller speakers can handle the lower frequencies as
effectively as one larger one, and the
smaller ones still handle the higher frequencies just as well.
More than that. Mounting a number
of small speakers on a common baffle
makes them operate more efficiently
than working them individually. So this
may well be the better approach. The
reason for the improved efficiency
should be explained.
Any speaker unit has an essential
mismatch, acoustically, between the
diaphragm and its driver mechanism
and the air into which the sound waves
are propagated. This is oue factor that
limits the ultimate efficiency of speakers, so that a figure like 20 per ecnt is
considered high.
The diaphragm and its driving mechanism is inevitably mnch heavier than
the air it drives, consequently it expends
more of its energy to drive itself, than
it does to push the air to make sound
waves.

When a number of speakers are connected together, so they all do part of
the wave pushing, each speaker creates
an increased back pressure in the air for
its neighbors to work into. This means
each speaker works as if the air is
heavier than it seems when each works
individually, and thus more of energy
gets used in moving air, and less in
moving itself.
A way of observing this is to compare
identical units mounted singly and in
groups, on baffles of identical size (but
with holes to suit one or many speakers).
The small speaker in a large baffle has
to move its diaphragm quite visibly to
produce appreciable radiated sound
volume. The many small speakers working in unison produce a greater radiated
sound volume, while visual inspection
of their diaphragm movement shows
that any one of them is doing very little
work to produce the stronger sound
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So what at first appears like a "cheap"
way of doing the job
by mounting a
lot of inexpensive speaker units on a
may really
fairly large common baffle
be a superior way of doing it, after all.
Perhaps I should conclude this month's
discussion by emphasizing that I certainly will not infer that one way is inherently better than any other way:
the problems are different, according to
how the job is tackled. The best speaker
is the one that makes best use of its
own method.

-

MOVING?
Have you sent us a change -of- address
notice? It takes time for us to change
your plate so let us know well in advance of your move. Be sure to send us
the complete new address as well as
your old address. Include both zip numbers. Keep

db coming without inter-

ruption!
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APPLICATIONS OF
CLOSED CIRCUIT TV

In the last twenty years, the field of
closed circuit TV has moved rapidly
from a new -born idea, through infancy,
and into adulthood. But it is still growing and will probably not reach full

maturity for quite some time to come.
Each industry, in its own way, has
has a hand in the growth of the¡ccTv
business. Most applications are fairly
simple for a CCTV application. In a
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Third -Generation Mixing Desks...
compact and flexible, realistic pricing.
Philips MD Series Mixing Desks
are designed for recording, radio,
They have
TV, film and theatre use

exceptional operational features

with outstanding specifications and a
price -to- performance ratio unSolid
matched in the industry

m

Flexible, easily- serviced destate
sign based on modular system
Maximum of 24 inputs to 12 input
Up to 4 independent
channels
output channels (for stereo and multi-

Current-depentrack recordings)
Monitoring and
dent mixing
pre-listening provided
Optional
equalizer module, with 4 equalizers,
switchable to 8 input channels
For full data, contact the innovators.
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or without remote controls such as pan and -tilt, zoom lens, heater and windshield wiper on the weather housing,
etc.) either on poles or on the side of the
building facing the lot. Using a constantfocus lens with pan- and -tilt unit or
several cameras to cover the same area
will depend, of course, on the locations
chosen for the mounting and the lens
on the camera. Night -time coverage will
require special lighting in the areas to
be covered. For applications such as
this, outdoor housings were developed
with various assessories to combat the
effects of weather.
Another fairly obvious application
for CCTV is traffic control. Here, again,
the installation of the fairly delicate
cameras has been outdoors, and the
outdoor all -weather housing is used for
protection. Choice of location for the
cameras requires careful surveys to determine coverage angles, cable runs,
traffic directions and peaks, etc. One
innovation incorporated in this use has
been the V-shaped mirror in front of the
lens of each camera required to look up
and down a street or tunnel. The resulting image in the monitor is a split screen effect with the observer able to
see each way on one thoroughfare.
Many specifications for CCTV installations describe the intent of the system
as "extending human vision ". This indicates the possibilities of putting a
camera where a human can not be or
cannot stay for any length of time, such
as in front of a furnace in a power plant,
near reactors, between machines in a
factory production line, on top of a
crane in a construction project or in a
railroad yard, on top of a bridge tower
either watching motor traffic or overlooking a river entrance, in a large
storage area or on a railroad or subway
station. Surveillance of building doorways, driveways, lobbies, basements,
bank vaults, department stores and
tight-security locations are naturals for
a carefully hidden or very obvious camera (depending on the customer's view-

point).
Most recently, of course, the use of
a camera in outer space has been tried
with great success, a real treat for the
earth -bound human whose vision was
extended to where most of us will
never go.
A tremendous field has sprung up in
the last few years in educational CCTV.
From junior high schools to universities,
closed circuit is being used in a tremendous variety of ways. The simplest
situation is pointing a camera at an
instructor or lecturer in one room and
having classes in other rooms able to
see and hear the demonstration. The
system is usually enlarged to include the
auditorium in many schools. Large
monitors, strategically placed, can cover
a very large audience. The advantage

to a system such as this is that every
person in the audience can actually
look at the hands of the lecturer as the
demonstration progresses even if the
observer is in the last room down the
hall across the city.
Educational television has now advanced to the point where the student
can be home or in a hospital and still
not miss out on the daily lessons. Two way systems keep the patient right in
the front row of the class room.
In industry, CCTV has found use in the
training classrooms, in conferences between people in different buildings located in far -apart spots within or outside of the city. In New York, a large
bank with offices in different parts of
the city has a CCTV link between them
to expedite meetings without wasting
the time it would take to travel from
one building to the other. Executives
find it most convenient and relatively
inexpensive (over a long period of time)
to be able to "meet" face -to -face and
even show each other documents without having to leave their own buildings.
Banks have closed- circuit systems between the tellers and the back offices
for signature verification, for transactions through a window without either
the subscriber or the bank employee
being anywhere near each other and
most recently for monitoring teller
trainees while they practice handling
money and paperwork while dealing
with "customers ".
Hospitals have also jumped on the
bandwagon and now have systems between operating rooms and pathology,
between operating rooms and intern
classrooms and lounges, between X -ray
and the resident's office, etc. CCTV is
also used for remote observation during
Auoroscopy and, of course, between the
floor nurse and the intensive care or
other patients. The system also includes
the mounting of a small TV receiver on
a boom -like arm near the patient's bed
for regular broadcasts with a nurse's
override whenever it is necessary to
communicate with the patient. In fact,
these systems are now being wired into
new hospitals with only one coax cable
between the patient and the head nurse.
This single cable carries all channels of
transmission, voice intercom, the nurse's
face and any other pertinent information desired.
It has been found, also, that a patient
is made more comfortable if they learn
a hit of the operation of the hospital.
The CCTV system includes on a local
channel, information given by one of the
administrators regarding operations of
cleaning up, running the business office,
different devices used in treatment, etc.
Some hospitals even provide the patients with special programs put on by
members of the hospital staff, other
patients or outside talent such as school
coups or even visiting professional

personalities.
Now, add to all the above ingredients
a new gadget
the video tape recorder.
Each system can now expand its use
of the CCTV equipment. In banks, the
tape device is started to record the actions of suspicious individuals and no
time is lost in playing back the tape
when required. In factory production
lines, a record is kept of an operation
and this can be analyzed at a future
time for either evaluation or expansion
and retooling. Space recordings, of
course, are invaluable. But the greatest
application, outside of broadcasting, has
become the school or university customer. Of course, the training of executive personnel, or the possibility of an
executive of rehearsing his talk so that
he can improve it before going in front
of the stockholders or the board of directors, is another application in industrial use, but the instructional field
benefits the most. Demonstrations, lectures by famous professors, courses recorded by an instructor for playback
at any time to relieve the teacher of the
necessity of having to do the experiment
over each time a new class comes to the
the uses are limitless.
course
And, since the introduction of the
video tape recorder, the field of psychology has come into the long list of
CCTV users. Prior to the point where the
reactions of the patient and psychiatrist's questions could be put on tape,
reports had to be made verbally by the
doctor or the researcher. Now, it became possible for the doctor to review
at a later time, the reactions of the
patient. A hand movement here, or a
blink there or a twitch which the psychiatrist missed during the interview
can now be seen. The facial reaction of
the patient can be studied and is not
lost forever after the discussion. Psychiatrist students, after having been
told about certain patient actions, can
now see in detail what they had been

-

-

told.
The newest introductions to the field
of CCTV are the methods of editing tape
electronically by using a computer -type
control unit to switch from the A reel
to the B reel at a precise point without
a razor blade being lifted, and the electronic video recording process whereby
a picture is placed on film and played
from a cartridge. This device in particular seems destined at present to
invade the educational field.
It seems as though the sound contractor will have to get involved in
CCTV in spite of anything he can think
of to the negative. The field of closed
circuit is in every phase of everyday
islife and will soon be in the home. CCTV
is still growing, it is not too late to get
into the field. Even though it would not
be on the ground floor, at least it will
be before the speeding elevator reaches
the penthouse.

IMPROVED
PERFORMANCE!

NORTRONICS
ANNOUNCES
THE 9000 SERIES
TAPE HEADS
t

PROFESSIONAL
and STUDIO
EQUIPMENT
UNEXCELLED PERFORMANCE IN
AMPEX, SCULLY AND OTHER
PROFESSIONAL RECORDERS
Extremely smooth response from
20 Hz to 20 KHz.
Extra wide pole faces for minimum
low frequency contour effects.
Hi -Q, low loss core structures.
Extra deep deposited quartz gaps
for sharp, clean edge definition.
Full gap depth for maximum wear

life.

All metal hyperbolic face for reduced oxide loading and intimate
tape contact.
Gap Colinearity- Precise Gap
Alignment For Both Azimuth and
Phase on Multi -Track Heads, either
4- Channel or 8- Channel.

MORE CONVENIENT THAN
FACTORY REPLACEMENT

Available locally, from your

distributor.

Replace heads in the field, minimum down time. Plug -in simplicity.
No need for a spare nest.
Wide choice of Record, Play, and
Erase Heads, for 1/2 inch, 1 inch,
and
inch tape, in a variety of
track styles.
Full details in Nortronics Bulletin
7295A, available free on request.
1

7lorfronics
COMPANY. INC.
8101 Tenth Avenue North
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55427
Phone: (612) 545.0401
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RESPONSE for critical,
controlled monitoring of finest recording sources.
Delivers all 10 audible octaves, 15- 15,000 Hz ±2
db, 4 octaves beyond ordinary headphones.

SUPER, WIDE -RANGE

IllOHítOr

Offers a new tool for improved audiometry with self-bias or ac line
energizing. Controlled monitoring with 10 octaves ± 2 db range
exceeding best loudspeaker systems. Eliminates all room
reflections and polar distribution problems.

VIRTUALLY DISTORTION -FREE PERFORMANCE through precision electrical balancing of
push -pull acoustical circuitry to give fatigue -free
listening through long, intense recording sessions.
Elements cancel all 2nd harmonic distortion, unlike conventional units.

LIGHTWEIGHT -HUMAN ENGINEERED FOR
COMFORT- Uses fluid -filled cushions for distributed gentle pressure with good seal; coupling
transformers and circuitry located in external housing; extendable stainless steel headband with wide
cushion for perfect fit and restful listening.
CALIBRATED, PRECISELY CONTROLLED
OUTPUT -IDEAL FOR AUDIOMETRIC USES
Switch on front panel of energizer selects ac operation for precision measurements of output; in self energized switch position no connection to ac lines

-

is

Rear view of

the

E -9

Energizer.

required; this gives maximum convenience.

HIGH -POWER CAPABILITY IN VERY LOW
BASS RANGE -Large, oversize coupling transformers mounted in E -9 energizer unit give good
wave form at 30 Hz with up to 10 volts input.
NO SPECIAL AMPLIFIERS REQUIRED
CONNECTS

-

TO

LOW-IMPEDANCE SPEAKER
TERMINALS -Easy, quick hook -up to any good
amplifier delivers performance to specification.
The ESP -9 is a refinement of the famous ESP -6
Electrostatic Stereophones. The most important
new feature is a response range of 10 octaves, the
widest ever attained in a headset. A new cup design
promotes virtually linear response to below 20 Hz.
The ESP -9 has a signal handling capacity of 10
volts at 30 Hz with good wave form versus 6 volts
for the ESP-6. This is made possible by increasing
the size of the coupling transformers by a factor of
4, and mounting them externally to the cup in the
E -9 Energizer.
The E -9 Energizer offers the option of self -energizing for the bias supply, or energizing through
the ac line; choice is made with a selector switch
on the front panel. When energized through the ac
line, very precise level measurements can be made
Thus the unit is ideal for audiometry, and for evaluating the spectral character of very low level noise
in equipment like tape mastering machines and
recording consoles. In contrast to the ESP -6 and
ESP -7. both cups are independently energized; a
left cup signal is not required to supply bias to the
right cup.

TYPICAL SQUARE WAVE
RESPONSE AT 400 Hz.
Trace at top is input, lower trace

Functional

is ESP-9:

note unusually close resemblance.

Block Schematic
showing switching

functions and
hook -up
of the ESP-9.
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ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Hz ± 2

Frequency Response Range, Typical: 15- 15,000
db
(10 octaves) 10- 19,000 Hz ±5 db. An individual, machine -run
calibration curve accompanies each headset. This curve uses
standard 3 -1/2 log -cycle chart paper, and reads from 20 to
20,000 Hz only.

Size of Cup:

1

Boom Mount for Microphone: Knurled, anodized, aluminum
knob on left cup with threaded shaft and 2 compressible
rubber washers; accepts all standard booms.

SPL.

Headset Cable: Flexible, polyvinyl, 5 conductor, shielded, 6'
long, black, with 5 prong plug keyed to E -9 Energizer receptacle.

-

Power Handling Capability: Maximum continuous program
material should not exceed 10 volts (12 watts) as read by an
ac VTVM (Ballantine meter 310B or equal) with average indicating circuitry and rms calibrated scale; provides for transient peaks 14 db beyond the continuous level of 10 volts.

Weight of Headset Only: 19 ounces
E -9 Energizer: Contains 2 coupling transformers, self -energizing circuitry, speaker /headphone transfer key -switch and
ac pilot light on black anodized front panel. Also contains ac
power transformer, ac on -off switch, ac line fuse, and speaker
terminals. Size is 4-1/2" h x 3 -3/4 " w x 6-1/4" d; weight 3
pounds. Has 6'4 conductor input cable terminated with 4
spade lugs to connect to amplifier output terminals.

Source Impedance: Designed to work from 4 -16 ohm amplifier outputs. At higher impedances response at the extremes
of the frequency range will progressively reduce; e.g., 50
ohms causes a loss of 5 db at 30 and 10,000 Hz.

Accessory Provided: 6' ac line -cord P/N 41 -0235 for optional
use, with plug on one end and plug -receptacle on the other.

External Power Requirements: None, except when used for
precise low level signal measurement, when external ac line
can be selected by a front panel switch on the E -9 Energizer
11/16 amp, 117 VAC, 50 -60 Hz normally; 234 VAC with
internal strap for foreign use).
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Model ESP -9 Studio Monitor: Electro
static Stereophones complete with E -9
Energizer, ac line -cord, machine -run cali
brated response curve and instructions.
Shipping weight 6 pounds, Price

"
MINIM

Right S/N

1-1/4" d.

Headband Cover: Formed of wide, soft molded- rubber with
1/2" polyethylene sponge cushion on underside.

1

ESP-9

h x 3 -3/4 " w x

Headband: Extendable, stainless steel bands with self- adjusting pivoting yokes; conforms to any head size.

Sensitivity: 90 db SPL at 1kHz ± db referred to 0.0002
dynes /cm2 with
volt at the input. Variations from calibration furnished are less than 1/2 db at 25 °C.
Total Harmonic Distortion: Less than 1/5 of 1% at 110 db
Isolation From External Noise: 40 db average through fluid
filled cushions provided as an integral part of the headset.

4-1/4"

Cushions: Fluid filled for high ambient noise isolation.
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MORE ON MULTI -TRACK RECORDING
GFORGE ALEXANDROVICH'S recent columns on multi -track recording
have stirred up a great deal of reader interest. As a technological

breakthrough, multi -track recording already has had a profound effect throughout the industry. Now it is up to the creative audio pro
to make the best use of its potential.
At a recent visit to a recording studio, I had occasion to listen to several
eight -track masters of a big jazz orchestra. Each of the instrumental groups had
been close -microphoned. The resultant listening experience, in six -track monitoring, two -track stereo mixdown and mono mix, showed clearly what was gained
with multi -track recording. . .as well as how this exciting technique can be mis-

á

used.
In all cases, the sound was absolutely sumptuous. With proper use of the control console, a fine stereo and mono mixdown (replete with judicious amounts of
added equalization and reverb in the correct places) was achieved. The stereo
mix had a good lateral spread and specific placement of instruments. The mono
mix properly combined all the elements into a single channel.
But something was missing. In a normal big -orchestra setup, musicians sit in
groups clustered alongside of and behind other groups. The particular microphone
techniques used in these samples put all the musicians on a close -mic plane. The
listening result was that the musicians seem to be spread over a single lateral
plane (in stereo) or all occupy the same exact place (in mono). The tapes had no
feeling of spatial depth.
This, perhaps, is a typical example of multi -track recording gone wrong. But
surely the multi-track technique was not at fault. Rather it was the studio that
handled it poorly. Multi -track recording will not destroy depth perspective if the
engineers and producers consider its preservation at the time the session is being
set up.
George Alexandrovich raised questions about the repeated use of the same
tape and the individual condition of certain tracks on the wider tapes used today.
These purely technical problems will be answered in time; they do not detract
from the opportunities of the system.
Basically, multi -track is a creative new tool designed to serve producers and
engineers. Only long -range experimentation will fully realize its immense potential. Today's multi -track techniques already have vastly enhanced the quality
of records. As for the future, we see multi track stimulating the growth of the
entire recording industry as well as suggesting many innovations still undreamed
L.Z.
of in audio.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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MELVIN C. SPRINKLE
The author explores the mathematics and
practicalities of electronic noise that still lurks
below the surface in much of our equipment. The
understanding of its properties as presented
here can do much to push it to its ultimate.

T'S A NOISY WORLD. Those of us who live in metropolitan
areas have our ears continually assailed by a cacophony
of noises, including the nocturnal serenading of lovemaking
cats as well as the rattle of garbage cans dropped from the
collecting truck, the hucksters of television, the noises of
motor traffic, and the roar of airplanes, to name but a few.
And those of us who are concerned with the electrical

transmission of sound or its recording are very much concerned with noise, since one of the basic measures of reproa term
duced sound quality is the signal -to -noise ratio
that has been around since the beginning of the industry and
which goes back to before most of us were born.
sound of any sort, especially
Webster defines noise as
if without agreeable or musical quality." He further qualifies
noise as
suggesting meaningless, confused or discordant
sound." While the dictionary was written by lexicographers
rather than audio engineers, the meaning to audio men is
quite clear: noise is any undesired signal which contaminates
a desired signal.
In this paper we are restricting the term noise to the
natural noise of the universe, sometimes called thermal noise.
We are not concerned with such noises as power -line hum or
the harmonics thereof which formerly plagued audio men.
Thanks to transistors and better power supplies, the "humbug" is pretty much laid to rest in any quality or professional

-
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"...

Melvin C. Sprinkle is a project engineer with Page Communications Engineers, Inc. of Washington, D.C.

audio equipment, although he can be resurrected very rapidly
by an unshielded wire or an open ground connection.
All audio men have at some time or other run into thermal
noise problems. We have heard it as a hiss in high gain and
otherwise quiet amplifiers. Interstation noise in an FM broadcast receiver is an example of such noise. Thermal noise is
sometimes called white noise, gaussian noise or Johnson noise
(the last -named term preceded the oratory of the former
White House occupant). Reference 1 provides an excellent
treatment of the nature of thermal noise and which may be
summarized:
1. The waveform of thermal noise never repeats itself exactly;
it is random in nature. 2. Thermal noise has no period and
therefore if the waveform is analyzed it will be found that frequency components occur equally or are of equal magnitude
across the bandwidth of the noise source; or (said another way)
the power spectrum of a thermal -noise source is fiat with frequency. 3. Instantaneous peaks of various heights occur. If
measurements are taken over a long enough period, all magnitudes
can be recorded. The distribution or frequency of occurrence of
the several peak values follows a normal or gaussian distribution.
This last point brings up an interesting observation. In a
simple sine wave the peak value of the voltage is related to
the r.m.s. value by the factor 1.414 or 3 dB. If a thermal
noise be analyzed it can be shown mathematically that peak
amplitudes greater than the r.m.s. value by a factor of four
occur less than 0.01 per cent of the time. Thus the peak -tor.m.s. ratio of thermal noise is usually considered to be 4:1 or
12 dB. Thus an amplifier designed to amplify thermal noise
will have a power handling capability 9 dB less than when

www.americanradiohistory.com
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handling sine -wave signals. It will be noted that this figure is
quite close to the usual 10 dB "headroom" which is the practice in well- designed audio systems.
The term thermal noise is perhaps an apt one, since physicists tell us that the electrons in the various atoms of a conductor are in continuous random motion at temperatures
above absolute zero (minus 273 °C) or 0 °K, and their activity
increases with temperature. Since an electron is a negative
charge of electricity, the motion of the electrons produce a
random voltage across the ends of a conductor and whose
average value is zero. This random voltage is then the source
of the thermal noise, or the ultimate noise of the universe.
Papers by Johnson,' Nyquist,s Llewellyn,' and Williamss
in the late 1920's and early 1930's established quantitative
values for thermal noise. The voltage developed by thermal
noise is given by:6

E2

4KT

Rar
f,

where k- Boltzman's constant = 1.374 x 10-" joule
per °K
T - Absolute temperature in °K
R - Resistive component of the impedance
across which the noise is developed
f - frequency in Hertz
For practical calculations, especially those in which the
resistive component is constant across the band of interest,
the following expression is used:
E' = 4kTR (f2 - f,)
(2)
The term (f2 - f,) really means the noise bandwidth as defined by Friis7 in his classic paper, but for most calculations
the following form is used:
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Figure 1. Typical signal and noise levels in
a high- quality amplifier.
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Figure 2. A simplified block diagram of a typical studio console intended to provide a line level output. This is the signal path for one microphone. The lower portion of the Figure
shows the way ultimate noise proceeds through the circuit.

Et = 4kTBR

(3)

where B is the -3 dB bandwidth
If we perform a simple algebraic manipulation on equation
3. we arrive at the following form:
(4)
Ek/4R = kTB
This equation gives ús the available noise power due to
thermal noise. The available power means the power developed in a load resistor of R ohms fed from a generator
whose open- circuit (no -load) voltage is E and whose internal
resistance is also R ohms. This is the case in an "impedance" matched circuit, where the load power from a given generator
is maximum.
Since we now have an expression for available noise power
in watts, we can convert simply to a perhaps more useful form.
It is customary, as suggested by Friis,7 to calculate noise
power at a temperature of 63 °F or 17 °C or 290°K. Suppose
that the bandwidth is 1 Hz. Plugging these numbers into
formula (4) we have:
Noise power = 1.38 x 10-88 x 2.9 x 108 x 1
or
Noise power = 4.0 x 10 -81 watts per Hz or
(5)
4.0 x 10-18 milliwatts per Hz
Since this is an absolute power, we can convert to dBm:
Noise power (dBm) = 10 logo (4.0 x 10-18)
(6)
Noise power = -180 + 6 = -174 dBm per Hz
Equation 6 is quite useful since we can now quickly find
the available noise power in dBm for any bandwidth by simply
adding 10 logo of the bandwidth in Hz.
For example, the available noise power for a 20 kHz bandwidth is:
Noise power (20 kHz) = -174 + 43 = -131 dBm (7)
The available noise power in a 15 kHz bandwidth is:
Noise power (15 kHz) = -174 + 41.7 = -132.3 dBm

and thereby determine the lowest value of signal which can
appear in his system for a given signal /noise ratio, provided
that the noise of the first amplifier is taken into account.
The ultimate noise is amplified by the first amplifier in the
system as well as the desired signal (since the amplifier is
unable to distinguish between the two). Since all electronic
amplifiers introduce noise of their own, a figure of merit used
mostly in r.f. work (which also is concerned with thermal
noise) is the noise figure. This is the ratio of the actual noise
output of an amplifier to the theoretical minimum. For
example, suppose that we have an amplifier whose transducer
gain is 50 dB and whose bandwidth is 20 kHz. The ultimate
noise is -131 dBm for this bandwidth so that if we amplify
it by 50 dB in a perfect amplifier (one which introduces no
noise of its own) the noise output would be -81 dBm. This
amplifier, however, (like all things from the hand of man) is
not perfect and does introduce some noise, so that the noise
output with no impressed signal measures -75 dBm. Thus
the noise figure would be 6 dB since its output is 6 dB more
noisy than a perfect amplifier.
Audio men have developed another method of measuring
the merit of systems and amplifiers which is called equivalent input noise. In the preceding example, the equivalent input
noise would be -125 dBm, for if the amplifier were perfect,
it would amplify noise of -125 dBm by 50 dB for a noise

G=40dB
F=6dB

NET GAIN

(8)

Equations 7 and 8 are extremely useful to an audio system
designer since they give him the ultimate noise of his system

IY

LOSS

=

=45dB

G=40dB
F

=

6dB

-5dB

Figure 3. Here are the effects of the noise figure of the booster
13.5 and F :(dB) = 11.3 dB.
amplifier. Using equation (18) Fs
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Figure 4. The same console as in Figure 2 but with rearranged control losses in the fader and
master controls and with the same 68 dB gain. Again, the lower portion of the Figure indicates the noise path.

output of -75 dBm. Thus the noise figure and the equivalent
input noise really amount to the same thing.
It can readily be demonstrateds that the noise figure and
gain of the first stage in a system is very important in establishing the over-all system signal /noise ratio. Suppose we
have an amplifying stage whose gain is G, where G is a number
rather than in dB. Actually G is
(9)
G = antilog (gain in dB/10)
The noise figure has been defined- as:
(10)
F, = Nt /kTBG = 1 x N,
G

kTB

F is noise figure (Number)
N1 is the noise output of the amplifier in watts
G, is the amplifier power gain (number)
Some of the power in N1 is contributed by the amplifier so
that this contribution is:
(11)
Nz = N1 - kTBG
Substituting the value of N, as obtained from equation 10 in
equation 11 and doing some factoring we have:
(12)
Nz = (F1 - 1)kTBG,
Thus N, consists of two components:
(13)
Ni = kTBG1 + (F1 - 1)kTBGI
If we pass N, into a second amplifier whose noise figure is F2
and whose gain is G2, the output of the second amplifier will
consist of three components:
N2 = kTBG1G2 + (F1 - 1)kTBGIG2 - (contribution (14)
of amp 2)
The third component can be shown to be:
Nat = (F2 - 1)kTBG2
The over -all system noise figure will be:
Fe - Total noise output /kTBG1G2
or
FB - kTBG,G2 - (F1 - 1) kTBG1G2 - (F2 - 1) kTBG2
where

kTBG1G2
This equation simplifies to:
F9
OA

-

F1

+

(F2
G1

-

1)

(18)

It

may readily be seen from equation 18 that the system

noise figure depends greatly upon F, but that F2 not only
has one subtracted from it but also it is divided by the gain
of the first amplifier. Thus the noise contribution of the first
amplifying stage usually establishes the system noise performance.
In the above example we have used the noise figure as a
power ratio; we have also used the noise figure expressed in
dB. The relationship is simple:
10 log F power ratio

Having had a dose of theory and mathematics to establish
some background, let us now turn to some practical applications. Suppose we are called upon to design a system with a
required signal /noise ratio of 65 dB. We have available an
amplifier for the microphone signal whose manufacturer rates
it as having an equivalent input noise of -125 dBm or a
noise figure of 6 dB for a 20 kHz bandwidth. In order to obtain the 65 dB s/n ratio, the microphone signal must be 65
dB greater than the equivalent input noise or must be at

-60 dBm. Furthermore, in order to preserve this s/n
ratio throughout the system, at no time must the signal level
be allowed to drop below its previously amplified value because of such things as mixing network loss, insertion loss of
ladder pads, excessive control loss, etc. Suppose also that
instead of the first microphone amplifier (6 dB noise figure)
we decide to go the cheapie route and we have another amplifier whose noise figure is 12 dB for an equivalent noise input
of -119 dBm. Now we have a new ball game, and in order
to establish a 65 dB s/n ratio the microphone signal must be
no lower than -54 dBm. If our mic level is -60 dBm, then
we can never be better than 6 dB out of specifications or said
another way the best s/n ratio we can ever get is 59 dB.
The considerations for signal /noise ratio and some of the
trade -off possibilities may be easily visualized from an examination of FIGURE 1. This figure represents the conditions
for an excellent combination microphone -line amplifier which
is rated by its manufacturer as follows:
least
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G=40dB
F=6dB_

LOSS =36 dB

NET GAIN

G:40dB
F=6dB_

,4d8

Figure 5. The calculations for the system noise in Figure 4. Using
equation (18) we now And a F, of 5.2 which translates to Fs(dB) _
7.1 dB.

45 DB
Transducer Gain
Equivalent Input Noise
-127 DBM
+ 27 DBM
Maximum output signal (sine wave)
With this information, FIGURE 1 was constructed. Note that
for a 20 kHz bandwidth the ultimate noise is -131 dBm and
since the equivalent noise input is -127 dBm, the amplifier's
noise figure is 4 dB. Since the noise of the equivalent input
is amplified by 45 dB, the amplifier's noise output with no
input signal will be -82 dBm. With the maximum sine wave
output of 27 dBm, the maximum input signal level will be
-18 dBm. Thus, with an input signal of this level, there is a
potential signal /noise ratio of 109 dB as shown. If this amplifier is used as a microphone pre-mixing amplifier, and we use
the generally accepted microphone level of -60 dBm, then
the output microphone signal will be -15 dBm and the
signal /noise ratio will be 67 dB as is shown. It can also be
seen that it is possible to obtain a higher signal /noise ratio
by using a higher input signal level. For example, a microphone whose output was -50 dBm would improve the
signal /noise ratio by 10 dB to 77 dB. The euphoria of such
signal /noise ratios is, however, quickly dispelled by the
realization that the price paid is a reduction in upward
dynamic range. For instance, the -60 dBm "average"
microphone level gives an upward dynamic range of 42 dB
of which at least 10 dB should be reserved for headroom thus
restricting the available upward dynamic range to 32 dB.
It can thus be seen that extended dynamic range is always
at the price of signal /noise ratio and vice versa. These are
some of the trade -offs that a system designer should consider.
Some of the principles considered in this paper and a
practical application to a broadcast or recording studio can
be effectively shown by a consideration of FIGURE 2. This is
a simplified block diagram of a typical studio console intended
to provide a line level output. The signal path for one microphone is shown, consisting of a pre-amplifier (gain 40 dB and
noise figure of 6 dB), a ladder-type fader, a nine -position
resistive mixer (only one input is shown), a booster amplifier
(same characteristics as the pre -amplifier), a ladder -type
master gain control, a program amplifier and a line isolation

pad.
The total system gain is obtained by adding the gains of
the three amplifiers; this is 130 dB. The system also has certain fixed losses; each ladder attenuator has a fixed insertion
loss of 6 dB, the mixer network has a loss of 19 dB, and the
line isolation pad has a loss of 6 dB, for a total fixed loss of
37 dB. Thus the available net gain is 130
37 = 93 dB.
Now a console is never operated "wide open "; there is
always some control loss inserted in the fader and master
attenuators. In FIGURE 2 the fader control loss is 20 dB and
the master-control loss is 5 dB; thus the usable gain is 68 dB.
If we assume a microphone signal level of -60 dBm, then
the output will be +8 dBm. FIGURE 1 contains balloons which
show the signal levels throughout the system. Ii

-

At the bottom of FIGURE 2, we have shown the same system
but this time we are interested in the way that the ultimate
noise proceeds through the console. We have assumed a 20
kHz bandwidth so that the ultimate noise is -131 dBm at
the microphone. The next block is labeled "Noise Figure"
and this deserves comment. It will be recalled that the noise
figure of the preamplifier and the booster amplifier were given
as 6 dB each (a respectable value). It will be noted that the
combined losses of the fader control and the mixer network
add to 45 dB which is greater than the transducer gain of the
pre-amplifier. Thus the signal emerging from the mixer network (top of FIGURE 2) is 5 dB less than mic level; and the
noise (bottom diagram) is now back in the region of the ultimate noise. It is necessary, therefore to consider the effects
of the noise figure of the booster amplifier. This is done as is
shown in FIGURE 3. Here we apply the formula of equation
(18) covering the system noise figure produced by two amplifiers in cascade. From the mathematics of FIGURE 3, it will
be seen that the effects of the 45-dB loss in the fader and
mixer are to increase the system noise figure to 11.3 db from
the original 6 dB of the first amplifier. The balloons on the
noise diagram give the noise levels throughout the console,
with the output noise being -51.7 dBm and a signal /noise
ratio of 59.7 dB. The equivalent input noise is -119.7 dBm.
If we turn to FIGURE 4, we have the same console but with
this variation: we now have rearranged the control losses in
the fader and master -gain controls, but maintaining the same
over -all gain of 68 dB. FIGURE 5 shows the calculations for
the system noise figure in this case. Since the fader and mixer
losses are now 36 dB, we have an over-all net gain of 4 dB
between the first and second amplifiers. The system noise
figure calculates to 7.1 dB, a noise degradation of 1.1 dB over
the original 6 dB. In this case, the signal /noise ratio is now
63.9 dB and the equivalent noise input is -123.9 dBm.
The moral is clear: In order to preserve, protect, and defend the original signal/noise ratio established by the difference between the input signal level and the equivalent input
noise, it is desirable and necessary that the input fader be
run quite "wide open" and the master used to establish the
output level. In no case should circuit losses permit a signal
to emerge at a lower level than at some earlier part of the

system.
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MJti-Purposo Halls Prosont
P roboms
Here is one solution to the problem of installing
versatile sound systems in a hall that was not
designed with listening acoustics in mind.
The system described serves well regardless of
the use of the hall and the need for
speech -only or wide -range music dispersion.

HALLS which are becoming more
and more frequently seen all over Europe, have
very considerable advantages for local authorities
or the investment companies who build them, for
they can be used for trade fairs, exhibitions, ice hockey, figure
skating, basketball, and also for large meetings, as well as
music hall and theatre productions.
But the acoustics of such large buildings are hardly ever
ideal. The great volume of such halls, usually about forty
thousand cubic metres, normally tends to cause very considerable echo, with the sound reverberating away under the
roof. It is extremely difficult to attain uniform distribution of
direct sound in such large areas where architectural considerations have had to dominate and where it is impossible to
cover such areas with understandable sound by conventional
means because of the wide variety of use to which they will
MULTI-PURPOSE

be put.

One of the most recent of these types of building to come
to our attention is the one at Bergen in Norway. There was
considerable discussion about the advisability of adopting the
distributed sound system, or alternatives.
The distributed system uses many loudspeakers, suspended
from the ceilings, or it is possible to have a central distribution system with the sound coming from one or two points.
The former solution presented considerable difficulties because of the architectural nature of the hall and because such
an installation, if adopted, would considerably limit the uses
to which the hall could be put, because speech intelligibility
over such a system is not ideal. As a result, the system
adopted at Bergen uses central distribution of sound as the

CO
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only way of providing the flexibility necessary for this multiuse hall.
In a hall which is square or circular a single distribution
point is usually sufficient (and certainly desirable) because
from each loudspeaker point in such a system there is a sym
metrical angle of sound coverage. In a rectangular hall where
there is a considerable difference between the long and short
sides, it is difficult and sometimes impossible to adequately
cover the hall from a central sound point, avoiding echoes
arriving at the audience later than direct sound.
In the case of Bergen, therefore, two central distribution
points with clusters of loudspeakers were chosen which would,
separately and together, satisfy the requirement of ninety
decibels sound volume uniformly over the whole area of
the hall.
These two clusters of loudspeakers consist of a series of
speaker columns, each of which covers a space within a
ninety-degree angle over its area of the hall, and each column
speaker is specially designed for this particular hall so that
each provides adequate coverage for the tiers of seats and the
gallery in its quadrant.
To deal with the ice rink or actual floor of the hall, ordinary
loudspeaker systems in inverted- pyramid shapes are used.
These provide a circular coverage and experience has shown
that two such clusters operating together will provide a sound
level in a hall of this type that is more or less hemispheric in
shape, so that the sound covers the center area of the floor of
the hall as completely as the outer edges of its range. The
result is that there is uniform emission of sound to ensure
that people will hear clearly.
Each column of speakers was designed from the point of
view of the mechanical size necessary for the angle of distribution demanded and with regard to suitability of output
to the field of coverage. The type of loudspeaker was chosen
on the basis of those frequencies which demanded priority in
these conditions.
The column speakers and the standard loudspeakers at the
base of each cluster are used for speech only. To deliver first class reproduction of music there is linked to each cluster a
large bass cabinet high up under the roof with wide dispersion
angles to ensure the extensive distribution of the deep notes
and afford complete bass coverage of the whole hall when
music is relayed through them.
These bass loudspeakers can be cut off separately, and they
cannot be switched on at all while microphones are in use.
Individual column speakers or clusters can also be cut out so
that the hall is acoustically suited to the various purposes for
which it will be used.

Figure 1. The control panel at Bergenhalls overlooking the main arena.

Figure 2. One of the loudspeaker columns in the ceiling. Note the
bass speaker close against the roof beams.

During ice- hockey matches, for example, there will be no
need to distribute sound across the ice, and if there are only a
few spectators the column speakers which distribute the sound
to the upper sections of the stands will not be necessary and
they will, therefore, be cut off. In some instances only one
cluster may be in use at any one time.
In addition to the loudspeaker system in the hall itself
there are loudspeakers in the changing rooms, cafeteria, and
the restaurant. A large mixing desk with amplifier racks is so
situated that the operator at the mixing desk has a full view
of the hall at all times so he can make necessary adjustments
quite easily. (FIGURE 1) The desk carries six integral amplifiers
one of which acts as a preamplifier and mixer. There is an
amplifier for each cluster, an amplifier for the bass loudspeakers and two amplifiers for cloakrooms, cafeteria, res-

taurant and outside loudspeakers.
Also in the desk is a radio tuner, a record player and a tape
deck, as well as a microphone. By means of the control loudspeaker and vu meter both program sources can be checked
before the program is released into the hall. In addition level
and quality can be monitored during transmission at any time.
When it is necessary to make announcements from the
management office, or information kiosk, or from the commentator's position, all outgoing music is automatically
faded down during the announcement and then brought
slowly back up (automatically) after the announcement is
concluded.
Because the architect and the acoustics consultant worked
together carefully, the ceiling of this hall affords better sound
attenuation than is usual in such large buildings. While the
installation was undergoing final tests and adjustments it was
therefore found that the echo interval and reflection were
already down to a minimum. Because calculations of the loudspeaker installation were based on the attenuation factor of
the ceiling it has been found that the installation satisfies the
requirements stipulated for in the beginning, namely a very
uniform distribution of early sound, practically no reverberation or echo.
Even when the microphone is in use in the middle of the
hall or in its most difficult areas, quite adequate sound volume
can be achieved without acoustic feedback. Speech comes
over clearly and yet there has been no concession to the high
expectations for the reproduction of music.
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for granted by audio engineers that
noise levels should be reduced to their
theoretical levels. But what happens when you
reduce the noise content of a record below
the point at which ambient noise exists
in the concert hall. The author examines some
of the philosophical aspects of the new techniques
of noise reduction.
It is taken
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has gone through three major phases of special concern in the burgeoning twenty -year period since that
unhappy phrase "hi fi" became a catchword for

public interest in better audio. As I see it, right now we are
deep in the third of these phases, one that in a curious way
is not directly concerned at all with the audio signal.
It takes, perhaps, an outsider like myself, who is also by
sheer contact a sort of audio insider, to formulate these concerns; for they are not reflected in statistics nor in accounts
of technical progress in engineering language. Indeed, for the
audio man they may be hard to recognize at all as he looks
backward over the maze of interlocking developments during
these many years. But the consumer's eye, I think, sees the
picture clearly, if only for being outside of the forest, away
from the technicalities.
Let me look at these three in general terms. First, soon
after the war and as hi fi began to formulate itself in the public gaze (Life Magazine made it official -was it 1948 ?), our
primary concern was the expansion of the audio bandwidth,
not in the lab but in the outgoing product. Wide -range sound
was the popular terminology. Not that other phases of audio
were ignored. Far from it. Yet nevertheless all of us, engineers,
publicity, and consumers, were then first -of -all conscious of
this important aspect of progress. For, as we remember,
practical bandwidths outside the lab had been very severely
restricted up to that time, both in the high end, generally
fading to nothing by 4 kHz, and in the bass, where in spite
of the solid boom of the electric juke box the actual lows were
not very low. Extended -range sound in practical form was

o

Edward Tatnall Canby is well known as a professional musician
and writer on audio and musical subjects.

an exciting development in the late forties and very early
fifties even with the rude penalties we had to pay in terms of
hiss and distortion. We paid them gladly
awhile.
But about the time that those once -dramatic figures "15
to 15,000 cycles" gave way to a more prosaic "20 to 20,000"

-for

for almost any equipment you could advertise, professional
or consumer, there came a new emphasis of a soberer sort.
It was, of course, no longer on tonal range, which had become
a commonplace, but on distortion (or rather the reduction
of distortion in all its forms). You may supply your own milestones for that long-continuing major concern, this Phase
Two, which subdivided itself more -or -less chronologically according to the simpler and more complex distortion forms.
(First, simple harmonic distortion, then later there was widespread preoccupation with intermodulation and finally, along
with stereo sound, a still more subtle concern over such
matters as exemplified by phase distortion.)
Many a product and popular phrase comes to mind as we
recall this major phase of audio progress in the consumer and
professional areas, as one form of distorted signal after another was brought to heel in both electrical and mechanical
terms. At random, I think of the great triode excitement and
the Williamson amplifier, the hot stylus breakthrough, the
Leak "Point 1 ", proclaiming in its very name the triumph
over distortion; there were the new and slightly more meaningful catch phrases, the wide use of "flat ", or "within X dB"
(put those two together and you have something), replacing
earlier claims of tonal range alone. (Let us put aside questions
of meaningfulness in these popular "specs ". I mention them
as symptoms of the major concern of the time.)
Phase Two was immensely strengthened, as well as lengthened, by the solid -state revolution which arrived just in time
to bring further and more dramatic improvements in over-all
distortion at every audio quality- level, just when tube cir-
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cuitry had begun to reach down into the esoteric in these respects. (Tube developments still go on, but they are no longer
a major area of concern.) Solid -state audio carried our special

interest in ever-lowered distortion to an extreme, and then on
to its ultimate decline. Today, there really isn't much distortion left to talk about, at least in the purely electronic areas
of audio.
And so to the third and present concern, coming after these
two. With an audio bandwidth available, at least rhetorically,
from zero to infinity in electric terms, with electrical distortion down to milli -fractions of almost nothing, what is left?
There is, of course, the electro- mechanical sound transduction, principally in the loudspeaker. (Microphones, phono
cartridges, and cutting heads are relatively well ahead.) But
though speakers have been steadily improving in recent years
towards that gray- flannel -suit uniformity of non- coloration
that I once suggested as a highly desirable end, there is (if I
may dangerously guess) no major large -scale breakthrough
now at hand. In loudspeakers, as in TV tubes (until the flat
wall tube arrives) we inch forward confidently but we do not
break through. Ours is not yet a speaker era in terms of overriding concern.
What is left for Phase Three, then, is quite literally residual
noise. Noise over and beyond the signal, noise unintended,
uninvited and non -signal, the negative aspect of audio technology. That is where we are now battling, and breaking
through. In a sense we have put aside the audio signal itself;
it's doing OK, thank you. Our major interest has become the
signal's framework, and things have been that way for a
number of years already.
Someone recently remarked to me that if the Dolby S/N
Stretcher system had not appeared several years ago, our
present interest in the fantastically low -level sound residues
would not have been aroused; we would have gone along as
before, accepting things as they were, and quite satisfied with
the status quo. Not true! I prefer to think that Ray Dolby is
one of those engineers who hit the right nail on the head at
precisely the proper moment.
True, the Dolby system has brought this concern with
infinitesimal (but highly audible) low -level noise to dramatic
public notice, and to the manufacturers of records and purveyors of tapes (not to mention the operators of noisy communications circuits) within the larger audio field. Dolby has
promoted a one -man revolution whereby Dolby -ized tapes
are already near -standard in much audio recording, to the
tune of incredible outlays for Dolby -built equipment. But
the low -noise field is far from a Dolby exclusive.
We must remember that in all such phases of widespread
technical concern there is a convergence of many lines of
thought and development, seemingly out of hundreds of unrelated enterprises. Some years before Dolby, 3M's low-noise
Dynarange 200 series recording tape brought the matter to
for the advances
professional interest. It was about time
in other audio areas were bringing the very low -noise levels
increasingly to the fore; they were beginning to bother us.
Typically, the 3M product was part of a side operation,
the development of the Revere automatic tape cartridge
player using a narrower slow -speed tape. But it was in the
standard tape size that the 3M coating made its significant
impact. Suddenly we discovered that, after all, there was still
room for dramatic s/n improvement even within the strictly
competing parameters that must be juggled in tape formulations. Might there be other advances of the sort elsewhere?
We hoped so. Meanwhile in Europe Philips took over the
narrower tape for its successful cassette, where low noise is
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wheels. Now we can anticipate Du Pont's chrome tape for a further move in expanding
the low-noise potential; here also the advance was a byproduct of a wholly unrelated development at Du Pont. And

vitally important. Wheels within

so

it goes.
So we have

all these low-noise innovations, quite aside
from Dolby, and any seasoned audio engineer can add a
dozen to the list. Low noise is, so to speak, in the air. It is
crucial in every phase of current research as information
densities increase, as the physical media with which we work
get smaller, go slower and move nearer to the noise danger
threshold.
It occurs to me, perhaps anticlimactically, that low noise
has even made macro -mechanical breakthroughs. The two
most recent turntables that I have acquired are so silent that,
time after time, I leave them running for hours by mistake.
Technically a low -noise disadvantage, if a minor one. One
table is built into a popular "library" hi -fi system which in
itself is electronically so quiet (and has such feeble low-heat
pilot lights) that I find this sort of accident a real inconvenience. That machine has uselessly churned thousands of circular miles with all its electronics on and ready to go and
never a trace of audio, for days on end.
Laying aside these unimportant problems, and postponing
for the moment some more serious questions in music listening, consider the usefulness of the new low-noise or no-noise
background. I scarcely need to recapitulate them. There is
the increased dynamic range on tape first of all, anywhere
from 3 to 15 dB more before the mud level is reached, and
the greater clarity of a non -muddied signal when the thin veil
of almost inaudible background noise is reduced. There are
the special values of Dolby's crucial reduction of print
through after the fact, one of the major reasons for the system's success among recording companies. Also the much
improved copying accuracy in an area where noise build -up
has long since replaced distortion as the worst factor in deteriorization from copy to copy. There is the practicability of
Dolby -izing for low noise within the home -type tape recorder,
as now pioneered by KLH, and the future possibility for low noise disc records, the disc itself included within an extended
Dolby stretch. These and other valuable results from lowered
noise are understood by every audio engineer. And because
low -noise improvement in one area exposes residual faults in
other areas, the competition now extends into every part of
audio and off into such important side -areas as plastics,
where the disc makers are sweating out the new demands put
upon their pressing plants. This is surely a wave of major
concern, this Phase Three, and the only strong arguments I
have heard about it among engineers concern procedures and
principles: are such ingenious devices as the Dolby merely
shortcuts?
My own feeling on that score is that, just as the road to
Hell is paved with good intentions, so the way to engineering
perfection is lined with highly successful compromises. One
could mention in audio the non -linear disc record and its
wrong- tracking arm (the cylinder does better on both counts),
still virtually standard after 75 years; the trickly preemphasis
if we
curves for discs and tapes and for FM broadcast; even
the extensive use of feedback around various
must argue
segments of amplifier circuitry. All of these are to a degree
crutches, practical means towards approximate perfection,
done with the least possible complexity and the most reliability, useful on the largest scale and with economy of cost
and trouble. On a high level, to be sure, the Dolby system
is indeed a relative of these, and not too distantly related to
the preemphasis -deemphasis principle.
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And yet one can sympathize with the purist argument of
David Hancock, independent New York recording engineer,
who feels that low -noise improvements should be made without artificial aids, in the really basic areas where the problems
are actually created. Maybe impractical, but his point of view
is a good way for a reputable engineer to feel. Those who agree
with him will continue to safeguard audio standards from
over -gimmickry.
Having argued these points, we find ourselves with the
plain fact of dramatically improved s/n ratios today, in our
newest state-of-the-art tapes and in the best of the records
being made from them (with concomitant disc improvements
to match). Whatever the technical means, the technical values
are already enormous. And so I must turn to what is the only
further consideration of real importance
the aesthetic. It
is a curious convention among audio engineers that content
is not their concern; their business is wave shape. One might
suggest that the wave shape is the content, for there is no
use prying them apart. They exist as one.
Moreover in terms of audio consumption the content of the
audio signal is all important, not to say omnipotent. There is
no audio which is not consumed, one way or another, by some
waiting ear tuned to the given message. To put it baldly, the
message is the medium. The impact of any audio signal depends on what sort of message it conveys; and each message
has its own demands.
And so I must prepare to take a flyer into the aesthetics of
low -noise audio, particularly in my own province, home -reproduced music, an area of major importance in the audio
field. In music, low noise is not the uncomplicated boon you
may think, though its advantages are bound to be great.
Do we, for instance, really want that wider available dynamic
range that is the first direct result of a more silent low end?
Most engineers will take it for granted that we do. Not always,
I say. A good deal of music listening is merely confused, in
more ways than one, by a larger dynamic swing from loud
to soft and an inaudibly low level of background noise.
Before launching in detail into this curious aspect of low level noise improvement, I must conclude by calling attention
to the human ear's astonishing abilities at ultra -low sound
levels. If it were not for that, the present furor over microscopic sound residues could not exist. But the fact is that the
further we lower the general background sound level, the
more pronounced is the unmasking of incredibly tiny residual
unwanted noises and the more acutely do these impinge on
our conscious hearing. The loud scratch of the old 78 acoustic
shellac was taken in stride by a million ears, but the faint
traces of undesired non -signal that now remain to us are
painfully audible out of all proportion to their intensity. That
is the rub!
But as I hope to indicate in a future installment, there is a
paradox here that I suspect has so far gone unnoticed. Often
these tiny residual sounds serve as important, if unconscious,
aesthetic indicators to the home -listening musical ear. If we
reduce them to actual inaudibility we may do so at no small
risk to the aesthetic message in the recording and to the
listener's musical satisfaction.
Possibly the coming era of no -noise (i.e. no- background)
sound reproduction will mean the retraining of a whole generation of ears, to accept new clues to musical meaning via
the loudspeaker. It is that serious. And with these we may
see an extensive revaluing of the kinds of music best suited
to home listening that could alter the entire recording scene.
All from the elimination of a few infinitesimal sound- residues!
There is more to this Phase Three than may be apparent.

Circle 74 on Reader Service Card
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Picturo Gaflory

\AB Convcntion
ARE almost a hundred and a half
exhibitors spread over two Washington, D.(
hotels, the Sheraton -Park and the Shoreham,
and four days it's a busy time indeed. This year's
exhibition was held from March 23rd through
and
convention
the 26th. The time was hardly enough for us to see all we
wanted to, much less push our cameras everywhere they
ought to have gone.
What follows then is a sampling of the equipment on display. Each of the photographs has a Reader Service Number
which can be circled on the post card bound into the back of
this issue to secure detailed information directly from the
appropriate manufacturer.
If any trend can be described for the show, it is that the
movement toward automation of broadcasting stations continues. Not only complete station setups, but sub -systems
are appearing with remote control or self -operation features.
Nevertheless, there is a continuing flow of more sophisticated
to cover
all solid state
but conventional equipment
every possible application.
It should be understood, of course, that our pictures only
show a sampling of what each manufacturer has. It can be
assumed that if one console or microphone is shown, there are
others to cover a variety of applications.
WHEN THERE

-

-

completely au mated
Tape -Athon and
This
example
used
broadcast stations.
Carousel cartirdge tape machines. Tape -Athon information

In ample evidence this year again

circle 80 on Reader Service Card.

Shure SM53 dynamic unidyn microphone. Circle

13 on

Reader Service Card.

Vega Pro 55 FM wireless microphone system. Circle
Reader Service Card.

15 on

110 dynamic cardioid uric iur close work.
Circle IS on Reader Service Card.

RCA Starmaker
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Gray ST -33 turn table with model 303 arm. Circle

24 on

Reader Service Card.

Gotham Audio ME102B, ME104

wow /flutter meters and

ME301 wave analyzer. Circle 29 on Reader Service Card.

McMartin LT -500A solid -state amplifier. Circle

16 on

Reader Service Card.
CBS Laboratories Audimax 111 and dynamic presense
equalizer. Circle 34 on Reader Service Card.
Model 124
GRAPHIC FREQUENCY
RESPONSE EQUALIZER

(o... Feep.ot.,

In.swt M Aase Eng.n...s

u-

n...

...

- lt..r

i

Philips PRO -36 3 -speed

\

reel rec Infer. Circle

17

on

Reader Service Card.
B & K Model 124 graphic equalizer. l irrle 20 on Reader

Service Card.

QRK Custom
E`j,

Service Card.

12 two -speed

turntable. Circle

10 on

Reader

Nortronics replacement head assemllics for pro recorders.
Circle 26 on Reader Service Card.
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FLEXIIILIÏY
Ampex 440; series
4- track,

3.:-inch

tape recorder. Circle 14 on Reader
Service Card.

NOW GET A

"PRO CONSOLE"
ON A BUDGET

e
-000040

:-#r0 e
ISI. 1.1 . 1.1 .

I./.

.

-

EM -1 Four Channel eight
input Stereo Echo Mixer
All the features you've been waiting for
4 line inputs, 4 mike

....

inputs switch selectable

Viking model 230

stereo

recorder.
Circle 23 on Read-

.

.

Assign any input and echo signal
to either or both output channels
Stackable for additional inputs or outputs .... Echo mixing
on all input and output channels.

er Service Card.

FOUR CHANNELS
OF INDEPENDENT

SIMULTANEOUS

EQUALIZATION

*

ti it

w
ill

EQ -1

Four Channel Equalizer

....

Now
up to 15 db boost or cut
at 20 hz and 20 khz on four chan-

Fairchild

659 Re-

verbertron reverb
system. Circle 11
on Reader Service
card.

nels simultaneously. All four
channels completely independent. No interaction between hi
and lo frequency controls. Plugs
directly into EM -7.

GATELY ELECTRONICS
57 WEST HILLCREST AVENUE

HAVERTOWN, PENNA. 19083
HI 6 -1415
AREA CODE 215
...have you checked Gately lately ?

Circle 75 on Reader Service Card
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Marathon differ-

EXPAND
YOUR STUDIO

ential -pulled continuous-loop cartridges. Circle 32
on Reader Service

Card.

CAPABILITIES
Are you using an 8 -Track

recorder in a "less -than8- track" studio?

monitor your 8-

Can you

track machine effectively

Belar one µsec adjustable peak limiter. Circle 25 on
Reader
Service
Card.

without tying up console
inputs?
Are you wasting valuable

studio
during

time
a

repatching

session?

Can you add echo to

your

monitor system while
making a "dry" master?
your

Does

cue

system

SIS ten -mixer position
broadcast
console. Circle 19
on Reader Service

Card.

lack versatility?
Are you passing up op-

portunities to do remote
sessions because of bulky,
cumbersome, inflexible
equipment?
Would
in

EIGHT

only

rack

SEVEN

space

studio

a

equalizers
inches of

give

needed

your
boost?

If your recording facilities are lessthan ideal, we have a solution.
Let an INTERFACE MODULE solve
your problem quickly and inexpensively.
INTERFACE MODULES provide
needed
functions
in
convenient
groups of eight. Mix eight inputs
to Mono. Add eight microphone/
line level inputs to your system.
Generale a two-track (stereo/ product during the original session.
Build an entire console!

-

MAXIMIZE YOUR INVESTMENT
INCREASE YOUR
STUDIO EFFICIENCY

Suburban Sound
equipment for console installation.
Circle 22 on Reader Service Card.

Gates Radio

10-

channel broadcast
console. Circle 31
on Reader Service
Card.

Augment your present facility with
one or more INTERFACE MODULES
from

Ward

Suburban Sound

12- channel
small console. Circle 27 on Reader
Service Card.

Incorporated
4858 CORDELL AVENUE
BETHESDA, MD. 20014
301

Ci, le 76

Gn

-656 -0571
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Altec- Lansing
recording console
with discrete lites
for VU indication.
Circle 30 on Reader Service Card.

8-TRACK

GO

CONVERT
YOUR EXISTING

McCurdy Modu-

line record or
broadcast conup to 30
channels. Circle 33
on Reader Service
soles,

Card.

Sparta

8- channel
console with other
distributed equipment. Circle 28 on

AMPEX 300 OR
MR70 to
8- TRACK, 1"
OPERATION!

Join the growing
number of studios
with 8 -track capability. Convert your existing Ampex 300 or
MR70 tape transport
to 8 -track operation.
CONVERSION INCLUDES:
Complete overhaul
tape transport

of

your

Reader Service
Card.

New

bearings,

1"

tape

new

guides, new 1" rotating components
Custom head assembly

Newly

designed

electronics

w /separate

package

power
supply, built -in remote "Sync",

Weston
solid

meters,

and

silicon

plug -in amplifier

state

Collins Twin -

cards.

tape record /play/

Handsome

dub cartridge machine. Circle 12 on

Walnut

Reader Service

Playback

Card.

61dB below tape ZERO.

new

console

finish -other
on special order.
noise

better

in

colors

than
Har-

distortion on complete
record -play cycle less than
1%.

monic

Trade -in allowance for your
old electronics, heads, Sync
panel and console

CONTACT US TODAY

One of the most
crowded exhibits
at the show. A
video tape car-

tridge changer
from RCA. Circle
81 on Reader Service Card.

000

Suburban Sound
Incorporated

4858

CORDELL AVENUE
BETHESDA, MD. 20014
301

-656 -0571

ú
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The db
Bookcase
As a service to our readers we are pleased
to offer these books from prominent technical publishers. All prices listed are the
publishers' net. Shipping charges are

included.
Use the coupon at the bottom of the page
or give the complete title, author and coupon
number. Be sure to indicate quantity on the
special instructions line if more than one
copy of a title is wanted. Full payment must
accompany your order. We cannot ship
c.o.d. Checks or money orders should be
made payable to Sagamore Publishing Cornpan y, Inc. Because of the time required to
process orders, allow several weeks for the
receipt of books.

Broadcasting
RADIO BROADCASTING
edited by Robert

L. Hilliard. Each of the five
chapters has been written by a prominent
educator with an extensive background of
practical experience in commercial and educational broadcasting The areas covered include: management and programming, operating and studio facilities, producing and directing, writing, performing. For those of you
who want to, or must, operate on both sides
of the control room, this is virtually required
reading. 190 pages; 63a x 934; indexed;

clothbound.
$6.95 ($8.35 in Cenada)
Circle 2 on Coupon Below

Reference
New 17th Edition of the famous

RADIO HANDBOOK
Tells how to design, build and operate the
latest types of amateur transmitters, receivers, transceivers, amplifiers and test equipment. Provides extensive, simplified theory
on practically every phase of radio. Broad
coverage; all original data, up to date, complete. 847 pages.
$12.95 ($15.50 in Canada)
Circle 10 on Coupon Below

How To

General Audio

PRACTICAL PA GUIDEBOOK: HOW
TO INSTALL, OPERATE AND SERVICE

THE TECHNIQUE OF
THE SOUND STUDIO

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS
by Norman H. Crowhurst. 1967. This book
gives all the basics needed to become a successful PA operator, in any situation where
the reinforcement, relay, or distribution of
sound can provide a service. It shows how to
properly install, operate and service public
address systems. All aspects of the subject,
from survey to the selection of appropriate
equipment, to installation, to routine operation and the maintenance of a finished system, are covered. Attention is given to solving problems encountered in providing successful service. The book's systematic and
practical approach makes it highly useful to
radio -TV -ervicemen, hobbyists, and PA
equipment manufacturers. 136 pages; 6 x 9;
illus; softbound.
$3.95 ($4.60 in Canada)
Circle 15 on Coupon Below

by Alec Nisbet. This

CLOSED -CIRCUIT

TELEVISION HANDBOOK
by Leon Wortman. Gives comprehensive
detailed information about the field in an
easy -to- understand presentation.
Its particularly suited to those who plan to use,
install, and service cctv. Covers the subject
from the simple single -camera system to the
most exotic systems. 288 pages; 51/2 x 81/2;
clothbound.
$7.95 ($9.50 in Canada)
Circle 18 on Coupon Below

Electronic Music
ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
by Richard H. Dorf. Now in its third edition
and sixth printing since its first appearance
in 1954, this is considered the authority on
electronic organs. This edition is completely
rewritten to explain everything technical
about today's organs. The book is of special
value to organ designers and service technicians as well as electronics- minded hobbyists and prospective organ purchasers. Of
special value are the author's many practical
comments and expressions of opinion based
on his years of musical, engineering, and
management experience with electronic
musical instruments. 393 pages; 239 diagrams and photographs.
$10.00 ($11.95 in Canada)
Circle 19 on Coupon Below

Sagamore Publishing Company, Inc.
980 Old Country Road, Plainview, N.Y. 11803
Please send me the books have circled below. My full remittance in the amount
of $
is enclosed. N.Y. State residents add 5% sales tax.
1
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

1

I

Name
Street Address

Special Instructions

State

854; clothbound.
$10.50 ($11.95 in Canada)
Circle 1 on Coupon Below
x

DESIGN OF LOW -NOISE
TRANSISTOR INPUT CIRCUITS
by William A. Rheinfelder. 1964. Written
for students as well as circuit design engineers interested in low -noise circuit design.
Throughout, the book gives a multitude of
time -saving graphs and design curves for the

r-

City

is a handbook on radio
and recording techniques, but the principles
described are equally applicable to film and
television sound It describes how the highest standards may be achieved not only in
the elaborately equipped studio but also
with simple equipment out on location. 264
pages; 60 diagrams; glossary; indexed; 534

Zip

J
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practical circuit designer. Simple derivations
of all important formulas are also presented
to help the reader obtain a deeper insight
into the fundamentals of practical low -noise
design. 128 pages; 6 x 9; illus.; clothbound.
$5.50 ($6.50 in Canada)
Circle 14 on Coupon Below

Electronics and Mathematics
ELECTRONICS MATH SIMPLIFIED
by Alan Andrews. For the engineer, student,
or technician who requires a knowledge of
mathematics as it pertains to electronics.
Covers the subject in a logical, clear, and
concise manner, using dozens of examples
related specifically to electronics. Particularly suited for use as a textbook in any
school or other training program involving
the study of electronics, the book has been
especially prepared to coincide with studies
leading to 2nd- and 1st -class FCC Radiotelephone licenses. (2 vols. in slipcase)
$7.95 ($9.95 in Canada)
Circle 11 on Coupon Below

MATHEMATICS FOR ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERS & TECHNICIANS
by Norman H. Crowhurst. This book is written to help the advanced technician and the
engineer bridge the gap between "book
learning" and practical experience. It is not
about mathematics but about how to use
mathematics in electronics. A unique programmed method shows not only how to apply textbook math towards the solution of
any electronics problem but also teaches how
to think in the best way for solving them.
Much emphasis is placed on correcting misconceptions commonly held by technicians.
The book begins with Ohm's and Kirchhoff's
laws and goes on to selective networks,
properties of coils and transformers, feedback
circuits, etc. 256 pages; 534 x 83.4 (hard-

bound).
$6.95 ($8.35 in Canada)
Circle 4 on Coupon Below

HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONIC TABLES
á FORMULAS, (3rd Edition)

A one -stop source for

all charts, tables, for-

mulas, laws, symbols, and standards used in

electronics. Devotes complete sections to
items of interest to service technicians and to
circuit design data. Includes a 8 -page, full color fold -out chart showing latest FCC allocations for the entire frequency spectrum.
232 pages; 5A, x 8j*; hardbound.
$5.50 ($6.60 in Canada)
Circle 8 on Coupon Below

CbssUied

Test and Maintenance
INTERMODULATION AND
HARMONIC DISTORTION
HANDBOOK
by Howard M. Tremaine. A complete refer-

Closing date is the fifteenth of the second
month preceding the date of issue. Send
copy to:
Classified Ad Dept.

ence guidebook on audio signal intermodulation and harmonic distortion. 172 pages;

THE SOUND ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

5

x

8A;

db

980 Old Country Road
Plainview, New York 11803

softbound.

$4.45 ($5.45 in Canada)
Circle 9 on Coupon Below

a word for commercial advertisements. Non -commercial and employment
offered or wanted placements are accepted

Rates are 50c

at 25c per

Circuitry and Components

word.

PASSIVE AUDIO NETWORK DESIGN
by Howard M. Tremaine. A complete and
comprehensive guide to the design, construction, and testing of all types of attenuators, equalizers, and wave filters for the
practicing audio technician or engineer. This
authoritative text is one of the few written
on the subject, and requires only nominal
mathematical background. Written in easyto- understand language, the content presents
the basic design, construction, and testing
considerations without the confusion often
associated with passive networks. 288 pages;
554 x 8 ; softbound.
S5.50 ($6.45 in Canada)
Circle 5 on Coupon Below

TRANSISTORS FOR AUDIO
FREQUENCY (AUDIO- FREQUENCY

EMPLOYMENT
PROFESSIONAL RECORDING PERSONNEL SPECIALISTS. A selective service for
employers and job seekers: engineers, tape
editors, production and studio mgrs, traffic
assts, etc. Call us today! Smith's Personnel
Service, 1457 Broadway, N.Y.C. 10036.
Alayne Spertell 212 WI 7 -3806.

AMPLIFICATION)
by Guy Fontaine. 1967. This systematic and
detailed treatment of the application of transistors in audio- frequency amplifiers shows
how the published transistor characteristics
are related to the principles of design. To assure clarity, the figures are rendered in several colors and placed opposite the related
text. Simple equations reinforce the lucid approach. An ideal textbook or reference on the
subject for engineers and advanced technix 8; illus./ clothbound.
cians. 384 pages;
$7.95 ($9.55 in Canada)
Circle 12 on Coupon Below
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one to

twenty-four track and model 270 auto players,
many models in stock for immediate delivery.
Previously owned and
SCULLY LATHES
rebuilt. Variable or automatic pitch. Complete cutting systems with Westrex heads.
Custom designed
MIXING CONSOLES
using Wiegand Audio Lab modules. From
$7,000.00. Wiegand Audio Laboratories,
3402 Windsor Road, Wall, New Jersey
07719. Phone: 201 681 -6443.

-

-

FOR SALE
SOLID -STATE AUDIO PLUG -IN OCTAL
(1" Dia x 2" H) modules. Mic preamps, disc
& tape preamp- equalizers, tape bias osc. &
record ampl., power amps & power supplies. Send for free catalog and audio applications. Opamp Labs., 172 So. Alta
Vista Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90036.

ACOUSTICAL TESTS
AND MEASUREMENTS
by Don Davis. Provides a solid understand-

AUDIO AND VIDEO JACK PANELS and

ing of the entire subject of acoustical measurements; based on actual field test work,
using commercial equipment. Contains practical, time -saving solutions to actual problems
encountered in the field; minimum math is required for understanding. The author is an
expert in this field, and an authority on auditorium acoustics. An invaluable book for
phone company special service engineers,
plant maintenance engineers, communications engineers, noise control specialists, architectural engineers, broadcast engineers
and technicians, hi -fi fans and students. 192
pages, 53 x 834; hardbound.

77027

56.95 ($8.35 in Canada)
Circle 7 oa Coupon Below

SCULLY TAPE RECORDERS

EDUCATION
EARN YOUR ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING degree, mostly by correspondence.
G.I. Bill approved. Credit allowed For previous training and experience. Free Catalog.
Write: Dept. E-3, Grantham School of Electronics, 1505 N. Western, Hollywood,
California 90027.

cords. 500 -500 ohm repeat coils.
and used. Send for list. Gulf Electro
Sales, 6325 Beverly Hill, Houston, Texas
patch

New

NOW AVAILABLE

at outstanding savings,
brand -name pro -audio studio equipment.
Equalizers, preamps, faders, mixers, etc.
Write Box F3, db Magazine, 980 Old
Country Road, Plainview, N.Y. 11803 for
a comprehensive listing.

ELECTROVOICE 643 Cardiline Microphone, new condition w/case -cable, $750.
firm. Call or write T. Link WCHV Charlottesville, Virginia 22902.

www.americanradiohistory.com

SERVICES
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WHATEVER YOUR EQUIPMENT NEEDS
check us first. Trade your
new or used
used equipment for new. Write for our
complete listings. Broadcast Equipment á
Supply Co., Box 3141, Bristol, Tenn. 37620.

-

cartridge re- tipping,
CUSTOM STYLUS
International
replacements.
re- building,
Audio Stylus Corp., 111 -D Lake Ave.,
Tuckahoe, New York, 10707 (Telephone:
(914) SP9 -1497.

w

Poopc, Pacos1 is op rings
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Mlcom, Inc. a manufacturer of
precision electronic instruments has
changed its name to Data Measurements Corporation, according to an
announcement from John S. Ames,
president. According to Mr. Ames, the
name change was made because the
original company name does not reflect
the activities of the company. The

aYA

that Philips Gloeflampenfabricken
of Eindhoven, Holland has been licensed
by DuPont to produce chromium
dioxide tape in Europe. No terms nor
the timing of production were disclosed

Ekornhoel
HOWARD M. TREMAINE

Tandberg of America,

independent
distributor for the U.S. of Tandberg
products has been purchased outright
by Tandberg Radfofabrlkk of Oslo,
Norway. Mr. Rjell Ekornhoel, an
engineer with the parent firm in Norway, has been appointed president and
chief executive of the American organization. The founder and former
president, Eric Darmstaedter, will
remain associated with the firm as a
consultant and adviser on a life -long
basis. According to a company spokesman, Robert J. Bowman, Jr. has
been appointed vice president and sales
manager for the firm, while William
Hausman will be director of educational sales. In announcing these new
appointments, Mr. Ekornhoel said that
the company hopes to establish a close
rapport with the American market and
intends to introduce progressive policies resulting in better service and
products. Tandberg of America, Inc.
distributes the Tandberg tape recorders,
language laboratories, and speakers, as
well as SolvSuper radios and other
audio products.

o
v

firm's instruments are used to measure,
calibrate, and analyze electronic signals
produced by other instruments.
We take note of the announcement

An announcement from the N. \II
indicates the formation of a liason committee to provide a channel of communications between that organization
and the Record Industry Association
of America (RIM). The joint committee will concern itself with those
matters involving either or both industries where one might assist the
other. In this manner a line of communication will be established so that
each interest knows what the other is
thinking and doing, thus enabling a
more effective area of mutual planning
to meet the challenges of both programming and production of recorded
music as used in radio.

Howard Marsh Tremaine died
on May 20th. At the Hollywood
AES Convention held just a few
days before, he had held forth at
the Howard W. Sams books
booth which was directly next to
our db Magazine booth. In those
few days, I came to know and
admire him greatly. That he was
a man of great knowledge and
experience is known by everyone.
It was my privilege to discover
him to be a man of deep humility
and charm. We spent a good deal
or more rather,
of time talking
with him talking and me listening
for he had much of interest to
say. He was 68 at the time of his
death, but his mind was one of
inquisitive youth. I know that
there are many that share with
me a terrible sense of loss at his
passing.
Here are some details of his
fruitful life so kindly supplied to
us by his wife:
As a child he travelled with his
parents in show business under
the name The Musical Tremaines.
At that time he acquired a book
written by Marconi on wireless
that was to shape the rest of his
life. Along with a friend he became
a wireless operator with the call
letters 3BQ; this was prior to
World War I. After the war he
moved to Chicago, where he used
his show -biz experiences to organize an all -saxaphone band that
would go up on the roof of the
building where their music was
picked up by telephone lines and
relayed to the local radio station
for broadcast. In 1923 he moved

-

-
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to Hollywood. There he joined
the Jesse Lasky Famous Players
as a recording and development
engineer. He was later associated
with the Victor Talking Machine
Co., when they developed their
first electrical reproducing machine. In collaboration with
J.N.A. Hawkings he developed
the recording and reproducing
equipment for the classic Walt
Disney production Fantasia.
From 1941 to 1946 he served in
the U.S. Navy as an electronics
officer, with the rank of Lt. Corn mander. From 1946 to 1951 he
operated a school of audio engineering, which closed when he
suffered a heart attack.
In more recent years he had
been chief of the sound division,
Lookout Mountain Air Force Station, Hollywood. In 1962 he
moved to West Vancouver, B.C.
Canada where he supervised the
construction of the Panorama
Film Studios, and remained on as
their consulting engineer.
Mr. Tremaine was a past chairman of the L.A. Section of the
AES, and West-Coast vice- president and treasurer in 1952. He
was made a Fellow of the AES in
1955. He was active in other organizations as well.
Howard M. Tremaine will best
be remembered for his writing.
He had authored eighteen papers
and five books. At his death he
was proofreading the galley pages
of his sixth book, the second edition of the Audio Cyclopedia to be
published by Sams later this
I..7..
summer.

Acoustic Research AR -3a speaker systems
are important professional tools to
composer /arranger Don Ellis.

D:n Ellis creates music that ranges from the ancient sitar to a novel four -valve quarter -tone
tt :mpet specially made for him. His work is well exemplified by Electric Bath (Columbia 9585),
w ich was Album of the Year (1968) in Down Beat, placed second in Playboy's annual poll, and
th rd in Melody Maker; the record was also nominated for a Grammy Award.

Mr. Ellis' high -fidelity system in his studio consists of an AR turntable, a Bogen -Lenco B62
turntable, an AR amplifier, a JBL 600 amplifier, a Koss Pro 600A headset, Revox and Crown tape
recorders, and a pair of AR -3a speaker systems.

Mr Ellis advises AR that the turntables, amplifiers, and tape recorders are all capable of
highest -quality reproduction, so that making comparisons of different tapes and records can be
done dependably with any of them. However, he finds that only AR -3a speaker systems are
accurate enough to use in his work.

Acoustic Research Inc.
24 Thorndike Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02141
Overseas Inquiries: Write to AR International at above address
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ours!

The industry needs one more module
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DATAMIX
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you want total control
and the ability to give your clients
If

the really wild sounds they want the choice of Components is obvious.

+

o
o

° ECnO

Datamix Systems and Components are
in the studios that make money!!
Expensive?
You better believe it.

Q.)
ECHO

Datamix Systems and Components, 884 10th Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10019, Telephone 212 -765 -4230
www.americanradiohistory.com

